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ABSTRACT
Rotor blade fault detection and health monitoring systems are crucial for
gas turbine engine testing and evaluation. The most commonly used techniques
involve monitoring blades directly using strain gages, or drilling optical access
holes in the engine casing for non-contact probes to monitor blade deflection and
vibration. In this work, less intrusive, indirect techniques for rotor blade fault
detection are developed, based on the hypotheses that the vibratory response of
stationary components excited by the rotor blade dynamic pressure pulse can be
used to detect the presence, location, and severity of rotor blade damage and
changes in rotor blade natural frequency. The vibratory responses of a stator
probe and the fan casing are processed using two novel techniques and a modified
version of an existing technique. The two novel techniques are vibratory peak
arrival analysis, used to detect damage causing blade offset, and vibratory peak
statistical analysis, used to detect damage causing increased non-integral vibration
amplitude. The third technique, spectral sideband tracking analysis, uses an exact
solution to a previously published indeterminate technique used to detect damage
causing changes in blade natural frequency. Ultimately, the vibratory peak arrival
analysis technique was successful in detecting the presence, location, and severity
of an offset rotor blade using data from the stator probe. The vibratory peak
statistical analysis technique results were less clear, most likely due to the presence
of rotor imbalance and lack of blade non-integral vibration. The spectral sideband
tracking technique can, in theory, detect changes in rotor blade natural frequency.
However, in practice, the required spectral peaks do not rise above the noise
present in the casing accelerometer data spectrum, again most likely due to the
lack of rotor blade non-integral vibration. The major contributions to the state-ofthe-art of rotor blade health monitoring include: 1) a successful method (vibratory
peak arrival analysis) of determining the presence, location, and severity of
damage causing blade offset using the vibratory response of a stationary
component (stator probe), and 2) a solution to a previously published
indeterminate equation to calculate rotor blade rotating natural frequency using
the casing vibratory response.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In this work, techniques are developed to monitor the structural health of
turbine engine rotor blades using the vibratory response of peripheral, stationary
components excited by the pressure pulse created by the rotating blades. The
data reduction programs, experiment details, and results are provided. The
experiments were conducted on a small vibration simulation spin rig.

Structural Health Monitoring
In their extensive Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) literature review,
Sohn, et al. define SHM as, “The process of implementing a damage detection
strategy for aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering infrastructure,” [1].
Worden, et al. describe structural damage as, “changes to the material and/or
geometric properties of [engineering] systems, including changes to the boundary
conditions and system connectivity, which adversely affect the current or future
performance of these systems,” [2]. The goal of SHM is to detect structural
damage before catastrophic failure occurs. SHM strategies are classified in a
number of different ways, including a) global vs. local, b) active vs. passive, c)
excitation and response type, and d) damage detection capability [1]-[4].
Global SHM methods measure general component properties [3]. For
example, turbine engine power output is a global measurement. Eroded or fouled
rotor blades may decrease power output, indicating engine damage. The
temperature at a specific rotor stage, however, is a local measurement. Increased
turbine blade temperature can lead to blade creep and ultimately failure.
Effective SHM strategies use both local and global methods to evaluate the
overall health of an engineering structure.
Active SHM methods use actuators to elicit a system response that is then
recorded with sensors [1]. Structural damage produces an uncharacteristic
response, and is detected by the SHM system. Passive methods use sensors to
record the system response excited by an environmental or operational source,
not controlled by the SHM system. All data is compared to a baseline data set
(unsupervised learning), and, if available, a known set of faulty data (supervised
learning). Data that significantly varies from baseline, or that matches a known
fault, is detected by the SHM system.
Another way to categorize SHM methods is by the type of structural
excitation source and the type of structural dynamic response that is measured
[1]. Excitation sources include ambient, forced, and local excitation. Ambient
excitations may not be measured or well-known. For example, wind loads and
thermal gradients causing bridge displacement are considered ambient
excitations. Forced excitations are measured and often controlled by the user.
Engine rotor speed is a forced excitation in a gas turbine engine. Local excitation
is a subset of forced excitation, in which the component is excited only in a
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specific location. Structural responses include strain, displacement, acceleration,
temperature, and visible damage, among others.
Last, SHM methods are classified by damage identification capability as
follows [4]:
Level 1 – Determination that damage exists
Level 2 – Determination of the damage location
Level 3 – Quantification of the damage severity
Level 4 – Prediction of remaining component life
In general, Level 1-3 methods, “…are most often related directly to structural
dynamics testing and modeling issues. Level 4 prediction is generally categorized
with the fields of fracture mechanics, fatigue life analysis, or structural design
assessment…” [4].

Gas Turbine Engine Structural Health Monitoring
Gas turbine engines are used daily to power civilian and military aircraft.
Engine SHM systems provide essential information regarding engine
performance and component degradation. Engine health is assessed utilizing a
number of global and local methods, as previously mentioned. The capabilities of
SHM systems vary depending on engine utilization. More comprehensive and
more intrusive systems are reserved for ground testing. For practical reasons,
including weight and space constraints, SHM capabilities decrease as testing
proceeds to flight and as flight testing transitions to operation.
Rotor blade health monitoring and vibrations analysis is an integral part of
turbine engine research and development. Rotor blade liberation has the
potential to destroy an engine in an instant. Consequently, a significant amount
of time and resources are spent during engine development to determine the
aeromechanical and structural response of the most vulnerable rotor stages in the
most common and most demanding flight regimes [5]. Rotor blade
characterization is particularly important during engine development because the
systems used to monitor rotor blades are not yet typically a part of the SHM flight
suite.
Common approaches to rotor blade health monitoring and vibration
characterization rely on intrusive methods such as strain gages directly applied to
the rotor blades [5], or non-intrusive stress measurement systems (NSMS) which
often require holes drilled in the casing for a direct line-of-sight to the rotor
blades, and can be unreliable at high temperatures or in the presence of casing
vibration [6]. Such methods are capable of Level 3 monitoring, but are usually
restricted to ground test applications. The intent of this work is to develop a
simpler, less intrusive, Level 3 capable method of monitoring rotor blades with
the ultimate goal of creating a system that can be used in all stages of turbine
engine development and operation. An ideal rotor blade fault detection system
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will non-intrusively detect rotor blade damage, before blade liberation, with little
to no alteration to the turbine engine.
Studies show that the dynamic pressure pulse created by the rotating
blades carries information about rotor blade damage [7]-[9]. The measurement
of the dynamic pressure pulse is intrusive, requiring access holes in the engine
casing. Therefore, dynamic pressure pulse measurement in itself is not ideal.
However, the dynamic pressure pulse impinges upon periphery stationary engine
components such as the engine casing and stator vanes, causing vibration at
blade pass frequencies (BPF) [8]. Studies show that the resulting engine casing
vibrations also carry information about blade damage [8]-[11], leading to the
following hypothesis:
The vibratory response of stationary components excited by the rotor
blade dynamic pressure pulse can be used to detect the presence, location, and
severity of rotor blade damage and changes in rotor blade natural frequency.
The turbine engine casing, in particular, is typically accessible and can be
monitored non-intrusively using accelerometers. In this work, a small probe,
similar to a stator vane, downstream of the rotor stage provides another possible
access point.
Motivation
As mentioned above, rotor blade health monitoring is usually
accomplished through strain gages or NSMS during engine development. The
objective of the current work is to provide an alternative, less intrusive, more
accessible method of monitoring rotor blade health, based on vibration
measurements of non-rotating components. The work herein was undertaken for
the reasons listed below.
1. Strain gages applied directly to the rotor blades have a high mortality rate
when exposed to the harsh environment of the engine interior and are not
practical for continuous rotor blade health monitoring [5].
2. NSMS require specialized equipment based on a number of different
complex technologies, each having distinct disadvantages, as described in
the literature review herein.
3. A non-intrusive, Level 3 capable method of monitoring rotor blade health
based on motion transducer measurements provides engine operators
with an alternative tool to help keep engines safely running.
4. Motion transducers such as accelerometers are comparatively inexpensive
and readily available.
5. The engine non-rotating components are more accessible than the rotor
blades, and they have been shown to carry information related to rotor
blade health [7]-[11].
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A Brief Description of the Current Work
In this work, the hypothesis above is tested by analyzing data from
accelerometers attached to a fan casing and stator probe. Three different
techniques are applied to the experimental data. Each of the three techniques
employs a different method for rotor blade fault detection: Method 1 - vibratory
peak arrival, Method 2 - vibratory peak statistical analysis, and Method 3 –
spectral sideband tracking. Each method measures a different metric that is
theoretically indirectly affected by different types of rotor blade damage.
Computational analysis and experimental work are both performed in order to
assess the practicality and effectiveness of each technique.
The first two methods, by design, are Level 3 capable (i.e. capable of
detecting the presence, location, and severity of a specific type of rotor blade
damage). The third method is Level 1 capable (i.e. capable of detecting the
presence of a specific type of rotor blade damage). Simulated rotor blade damage
includes shifts in blade natural frequency (simulated using thin blades) and shifts
in blade position (simulated using an offset blade). The SHM methods described
below are, by design:
1. Local – the methods are focused on a specific rotor blade/stage
2. Active – the excitation source is the rotor BPF, determined by rotor
speed, which is controlled by the SHM system during monitoring
3. Forced – the BPF excitation is well-known and measured; the
measured structural response is vibration acceleration
Computational Analysis
Computational analysis is performed to model the physical characteristics
of the test apparatus and to mathematically predict the effectiveness of each of
the proposed methods. Finite element analysis (FEA) is used to characterize the
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the rotor blades and fan casing.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used to characterize the fan internal
pressure at the rotor blade tips.
The Vibratory Peak Arrival Technique
Vibratory peak arrival analysis technique (ViPA) combines part of the
method described by Mathioudakis (phase averaging) [8] with NSMS interblade
spacing calculations [12], applied to the vibratory peaks. The resulting process is
applied to experimental casing and stator probe data. Statistical analysis of ViPA
results is used to determine rotor blade offset. The main function of the ViPA
technique is to discover rotor blade faults that cause static changes in interblade
spacing.
The Vibratory Peak Statistical Analysis Technique
The vibratory peak statistical analysis technique (ViPS) utilizes the overlay
matrix that is used to perform phase averaging. The standard deviations of the
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casing and stator probe vibratory peaks are calculated to compare blade nonintegral vibration amplitudes. The main function of the ViPS technique is to
discover rotor blade faults that cause dynamic changes in interblade spacing (i.e.
rotor blade non-integral vibration).
The Spectral Sideband Tracking Technique
The Spectral Sideband Tracking (Modified Forbes’) Technique utilizes the
solution to a previously indeterminate equation first introduced by Forbes and
Randall, describing a way to estimate average rotor blade vibratory frequency by
measuring casing vibration [10]. This work solves the equation and utilizes it to
analyze experimental data. The main function of the Spectral Sideband Tracking
Technique is to discover rotor blade faults that cause changes in blade natural
frequency.
Dissertation Outline
There are 8 chapters in this dissertation. This first chapter is an
introduction that outlines brief background and motivation for the current work.
The second chapter contains a review of the literature relevant to the current
work. The third chapter describes the general test setup. The fourth chapter
presents the computational analysis work. The fifth, sixth, and seventh chapters
contain detailed descriptions of the ViPA technique, the ViPS technique, and the
Spectral Sideband Tracking Technique, respectively. The last chapter provides
conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The Axioms of Structural Health Monitoring
In 2007, Worden et al., described seven axioms, or “fundamental truths”
of SHM, presented here to introduce definitions and concepts to be used
throughout this work [2]. The axioms are, in order:
Axiom I: All materials have inherent flaws or defects.
Axiom II: The assessment of damage requires a comparison
between two system states.
Axiom III: Identifying the existence and location of damage can be
done in an unsupervised learning mode, but identifying the type of
damage present and the damage severity can generally only be done in a
supervised learning mode.
Axiom IVa: Sensors cannot measure damage. Feature extraction
through signal processing and statistical classification is necessary to
convert sensor data into damage information.
Axiom IVb: Without intelligent feature extraction, the more
sensitive a measurement is to damage, the more sensitive it is to changing
operational and environmental conditions.
Axiom V: The length- and time-scales associated with damage
initiation and evolution dictate the required properties of the SHM sensing
system.
Axiom VI: There is a trade-off between the sensitivity to damage of
an algorithm and its noise rejection capability.
Axiom VII: The size of damage that can be detected from changes in
system dynamics is inversely proportional to the frequency range of
excitation.
In describing Axiom I, Worden, et al., define the terms defect, damage,
and fault [2]. Their definitions will be used in this work. A defect is inherent in
the component material. All materials contain defects. Defects do not inhibit a
component from functioning optimally. Damage produces an acceptable
reduction in quality. A damaged component operates satisfactorily, but no longer
optimally. A fault produces an unacceptable reduction in quality, where the level
of acceptability is defined by the user. In general, defects lead to damage, and
damage leads to faults. In practice, defects are assumed, damage is monitored,
and faults are repaired.
Axiom II establishes the requirement for baseline data [2]. Baseline data
describes the system in optimal condition, and is the control against which future
data is compared. Axiom III describes the statistical algorithms required to
achieve automatic damage detection capability at Levels 1 – 3, as described in the
introduction. Unsupervised learning refers to SHM algorithms that do not utilize
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data from a damaged structure for comparison. In general, these algorithms
detect the existence (Level 1) and location (Level 2) of structural damage.
However, they typically do not detect the type or severity (Level 3) of damage.
Supervised learning algorithms use statistical pattern recognition to identify the
damage type and severity (Level 3), based on known states of system damage.
Axiom IVa and IVb describe the requirement for SHM algorithms to
process data using statistical analysis in a way that minimizes outside
interference, such as changes in operational or environmental conditions [2]. For
the most part, SHM algorithms do not physically measure damage, but must infer
damage from processed data through pattern recognition. Therefore, SHM
algorithms must use intelligent feature extraction to filter data in such a way that
changes in operating or environmental conditions do not unduly affect the
results.
Axiom V describes the need for a SHM system to be tailored to the user
requirements and the structure that is monitored. Sensor and data acquisition
system properties should be selected in a way that the sensor reading is, “as
directly correlated with, and as sensitive to, damage as possible,” [2]. Most
importantly, the SHM system must be capable of sensing damage at the required
time and length scales. Other concerns include sensor survivability and cost.
Axiom VI simply states that the detection threshold of a SHM algorithm
decreases as the data signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) decreases [2]. A successful SHM
algorithm reduces noise as much as possible. Axiom VII states that higher
frequency, lower wavelength SHM methods are more sensitive to damage. Axiom
VII also applies to methods that measure structural vibratory modes. Worden, et
al., claim that higher frequency modes are better indicators of local damage.
Structural Health Monitoring in Practice
The three major disciplines that employ SHM are Civil, Mechanical, and
Aerospace engineering [1]. Many of the SHM methods described in the literature
are multi-disciplinary. For example, the most basic SHM method is visual
inspection, which is used in all three disciplines. In general, civil engineering
predominantly includes large structures with (usually) relatively low excitation
frequencies, while mechanical and aerospace engineering involve rotating and
non-rotating machinery, with the potential for significantly higher excitation
frequencies.

SHM in Civil Engineering
A thorough review of civil SHM literature up to the year 2004 is provided
by scientists at Los Alamos National Laboratory [1], [4]. Other more recent
reviews are also available [3], [13]-[16]. Some recent methods are described
below.
Global Positioning System (GPS) technology has been recently used for
SHM of buildings in the Chicago area [17]. GPS devices are able to measure
building deflection in the millimeter range.
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Another method, called reflectometry, uses optical fibers to detect strain
perpendicular to the optical fiber length [18]. Strain in a fiber is measured by
comparing the signal intensity of a strained fiber to an unstrained reference fiber
at the same temperature. The travel time of light through a fiber is also used as a
measure of fiber displacement (known as optical time-domain reflectometry).
Optical fibers are placed directly in structures or through cables and power lines
for SHM.
A related method utilizes Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors to detect
strain and temperature changes in structures [19]. Phase, amplitude, and
frequency perturbations of laser light travelling through the fiber are related to
the temperature and stress of the optical fibers and thus the structure in which
they are embedded. FBG sensors perform well in composites, where the optic
fibers are placed with composite fibers of similar geometry.
A number of other methods use active signal transmission and reflection
to determine damage location. Active methods include electromechanical
impedance [1], [18], radiography [18], eddy current [18], [20], laser Doppler
vibrometry [1], electrical resistance [1], [18], and ultrasonic damage detection [1],
[18], [21]. Other methods, such as thermal imaging and acoustic emission
passively detect signals [21]-[23].
Often, finite element modeling (FEM) is incorporated into SHM methods
to simulate damaging conditions and estimate working stresses. Liu and
Giurgiutiu used FEM capability to model stress and electrical field measurements
of complex geometries to study piezoelectric wafer active sensor SHM methods
[24]. Hartmann, et al., used FEM coupled with three-dimensional accelerometer
output to determine a probabilistic lifetime estimate of a wind energy converter
structure [25]. Other uses of FEM in SHM are described in the review by Sohn, et
al. [1].

SHM in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Mechanical and aerospace structures are either rotating or non-rotating,
and most mechanical systems include both kinds of structures. Many of the
methods available for the SHM of non-rotating machinery [26], [27] are very
similar to the methods used in civil engineering. However, the area of research
most pertinent to the current discussion is the SHM of rotating machinery.
Types of rotating machinery vary by application. All rotating machinery is
either directly powered by an external source (e.g. hydro turbines, electric
motors, internal combustion engines), or rotate indirectly due to a powered
component (e.g. bearings, gears). Power sources include environmental (wind,
water, solar) and non-environmental (combustion, electricity, nuclear). Just as
many different categories of rotating machinery exist, many different SHM
methods are available for each application.
Probably the most familiar mechanical system requiring SHM is the
automobile. In fact, the Society of Automotive Engineering (SAE) publishes a
standard (SAE J2012) defining the diagnostic trouble codes that the on-board
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diagnostic systems of passenger cars and light and medium duty trucks are
required to report when emissions-related damage or faults are detected [28].
Major emissions-related systems monitored by on-board diagnostics include the
body, chassis, powertrain, and network.
Non emissions-related system diagnostic measurements, such as engine
temperature and oil pressure, are displayed via gauges or digital readings on the
dashboard. An in-depth review of automotive SHM is given by Tim Gilles [29].
Several of the automobile SHM techniques, such as shaft position monitoring and
airflow monitoring, are applicable to many types of rotating systems and are
discussed in detail below.
Other familiar mechanical systems requiring SHM include hydroelectric
turbines, wind turbines, electric motors, and gas turbine engines. Hydroelectric
turbine SHM primarily focuses on the turbine and generator components [30].
Important hydroelectric turbine SHM measurements include shaft deflection and
natural frequency, bearing vibration and temperature, bearing oil viscosity, stator
frame vibration, generator temperature, and cooling water flow and temperature.
Wind turbines are large and complex and require carefully placed sensors
for accurate SHM. The most frequently damaged wind turbine components are
the rotor blades and hub, the tower structure, the gearbox, and the generator
[21]. The gearbox itself is often monitored with 125 sensors or more. Vibration
monitoring techniques are the most widely used for wind turbine SHM. Some
additional techniques include torque measurement, bearing oil chemical analysis,
temperature measurement, ultrasonic frequency analysis, acoustic emission,
laser displacement measurements, generator stator current monitoring,
instantaneous rotor angular speed, and thermal imaging, among many others.
The most prevalently damaged components in electric motors include
bearings, stators or armature, rotor bars and end rings, and the shaft [31].
Symptoms of damage include voltage and current discrepancies, increased torque
pulsations, decreased torque, decreased efficiency, and high temperatures.
Methods used to determine motor faults include monitoring and analysis of
vibration, noise, temperature, radio frequency (RF) emissions, chemical analysis,
axial flux component frequencies, and motor-current signature analysis. For
example, researchers were able to non-intrusively determine electric motor speed
by using spectral analysis to monitor rotor slot harmonics in the motor current
signal [32].

Introduction to the Gas Turbine Engine
There are generally two uses for gas turbine engines: power generation
and aircraft propulsion. Though power and flight SHM systems monitor similar
components, power generation turbine engines tend to be less restrictive in terms
of SHM system size and weight limits. There are three types of gas turbine
engines used for aircraft propulsion: the turbojet, turboprop, and turbofan [33].
The turbojet and turbofan engines also have afterburning variants. Components
common to all turbine engines include: the inlet, compressor, combustion
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chamber, turbine, and nozzle. The compressor, combustor, and turbine are
known as the engine core.
Fan, compressor, and turbine components are comprised of alternating
blade and vane stages. Fan, compressor, and turbine blade stages rotate at their
respective shaft speeds, pulling air through the engine, or extracting energy from
the air to power other components. Stator vane stages increase pressure and
direct air flow [34].
Turbojet Engines
The major components of a turbojet engine, shown in Fig. 1, are the inlet,
compressor, combustion chamber, turbine, nozzle, and shaft. In a turbojet
engine, air is pulled into the engine by the motion of the compressor blades [35].
The air pressure increases until the air reaches the combustion chamber, where it
is combined with fuel and ignited. The resulting hot exhaust is passed through
the turbine, which powers the compressor via the shaft. The air velocity is
increased through the nozzle, providing thrust to the engine.
Turboprop Engines
The major components of a turboprop engine, shown in Fig. 2, are the
propeller, gearbox, inlet, compressor, combustion chamber, turbine, nozzle, and
shaft. In a turboprop engine, thrust is provided by the propeller [37]. The energy
that would be used to increase air velocity through the nozzle in a turbojet engine
is instead extracted by the turbine to power the propeller. A turboprop engine
with two rows of propellers is known as an open rotor. Open rotors are very fuel
efficient, though they produce high levels of noise. Currently, researchers at
NASA Glenn Research Center are studying ways to reduce the noise of open
rotors [38].

Figure 1. The major components of a turbojet engine, adapted from ref. [36].
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Figure 2. The major components of a turboprop engine, adapted from ref. [39].
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Turbofan Engines
The major components of a turbofan engine, shown in Fig. 3, are the inlet,
fan, low-pressure compressor, high-pressure compressor, combustion chamber,
high-pressure turbine, low-pressure turbine, high-pressure shaft, low-pressure
shaft, and nozzle. In a turbofan engine, air passing through the inlet is split [40].
Some air passes through the engine core, powering the turbine sections and
giving the engine thrust as it passes through the nozzle, much like the turbojet
engine. The remaining air bypasses the core, moving around the engine and
creating additional thrust. The core is powered by the high-pressure turbine via
the high-pressure shaft and the fan is powered by the low-pressure turbine via
the low-pressure shaft.
Gas turbine engine deterioration manifests in a number of mechanisms
including plugged fuel nozzles, worn bearings and seals, cracked rotor discs,
foreign object damage (FOD), fouling, erosion, corrosion, oxidation, dirt buildup, excessive blade tip clearances, and cracked, burned, warped, or otherwise
damaged blades and vanes [42]. The challenge of gas turbine engine SHM is to
determine the parameters that will indicate deterioration. Over the years a large
number of sources of engine deterioration have been identified and can be placed
into two broad categories: performance degradation and mechanical degradation
[43]. Performance degradation is generally detected via Gas Path Analysis (GPA)
and mechanical degradation is generally detected via oil analysis, and vibration
analysis, though there is overlap between the two. Additionally, some forms of
engine deterioration can cause both performance and mechanical degradation
(e.g., a broken rotor blade).

Figure 3. The major components of a turbofan engine, adapted from ref. [41].
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Gas Path Analysis
GPA was first developed by Urban in 1972 [44]. It utilizes engine
parameters to isolate damage and faults by solving the inverse of the equation,
,

,

(1)

where are measured engine parameters, are engine operating variables, and
are health parameters (e.g., engine efficiency and flow capacity) [42]. The inverse
problem is solved with diagnostic methods (
) as follows:
,

,

(2)

where are the estimated health parameters. The parameters are then
compared to the baseline health parameters. Deviations from the baseline are
then processed to indicate specific engine faults. Early DM used linear equations
to estimate health parameters [44]-[46]. However, more recent methods use
sophisticated non-linear and artificial intelligence analysis [42], [46]-[47].
GPA methods also incorporate prior knowledge of how damage decreases
engine performance, and take advantage of statistical comparisons between
baseline and running components to decrease uncertainty [46]-[47]. Examples of
mechanisms that cause performance deterioration are provided in Table 1.

Oil Analysis
Two techniques that utilize turbine engine oil to indicate damage are
condition analysis and spectral analysis [48]. Condition analysis of the oil
includes determining oil viscosity and acidity. Increased viscosity or acidity is an
indication of oxidative degradation of the oil due to high temperatures within the
engine environment. Increased water content in the oil can also increase acidity.
Oil spectral analysis is used to determine the metal content in the oil. Metal
content is a useful way to determine what components in the oil system are
experiencing wear. Conditional and spectral methods are not always mutually
exclusive. For example, fluorescence spectroscopy has been proposed as an
alternative method to determine oil viscosity in situ [49].

Vibration Analysis
Possibly the most common way to detect turbine engine component
damage is through vibration monitoring. Gas turbine engine vibrations are
classified by the vibration source: engine order (EO) vibrations (also known as
synchronous or integral vibrations) and non-integral vibration (NIV). EO
vibrations are directly related to shaft rotation and their frequencies are multiples
of shaft rotation speed [50]. For example, a 2 EO vibration has a frequency of
twice the shaft rotation speed. NIV may be indirectly related to shaft speed, but
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Table 1. Some turbine engine performance degradation mechanisms, adapted from
ref. [43].
Mechanism
Compressor Blade
Fouling

Cause
Adhering particles in
the airflow
Damaging particles in
Turbine Blade Erosion the airflow
Foreign Object
Damage
Ice, rocks, birds, etc.

Casing Distortion
Turbine nozzle creep
distortion

Thermal cycling
High temperature,
stress

Effect
Aerodynamic profile
distortion
Cooling hole blockage,
area reduction
Blade/vane/component
damage
Clearance
eccentricities, leakage
Nozzle area reduction
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Detectable by
Decreased mass flow
rate, pressure ratio
Distorted temperature
profile
Loss in efficiency of
damaged component
Efficiency loss due to
tip leakage
Increased pressure
ratio, surge

does not generally contain frequencies that are multiples of shaft speed. For
example, turbine blade flutter is a self-excited vibratory phenomenon that does
not manifest as a multiple of shaft speed and is often unpredictable [50].
BPF are an important subset of integral vibrations. The BPF are caused by
pressure pulses created by blades as they rotate within the engine, and so have
EO frequencies, where is the number of blades in a given rotor stage. BPF
primarily affect adjacent components, such as the stator vanes and engine casing,
though other peripheral devices can vibrate at BPF as well. Similarly, a primary
source of rotor blade vibration are stator pass frequencies (SPF). The SPF are
caused by low pressure regions at the trailing edge (TE) of the stator vanes that,
in turn, cause alternating high/low pressure regions at the leading edge (LE) of
the rotor blades. SPF have EO frequencies, where is the number of vanes in a
given stator stage.
Vibration Sensors
Turbine engine vibration monitoring is conducted using high-response
pressure transducers, microphones, proximity probes, and motion transducers
[51]-[54]. High-response pressure transducers and microphones are routinely
used to measure vibration excitation sources, such as the dynamic air pressure
response inside the engine. For example, the acoustic phenomenon known as
screech can be measured with pressure transducers [51] or microphones [52] in
the turbine engine nozzle section.
Most commonly, vibration measurements of the engine structures are
obtained in two ways: through proximity probes, and through motion
transducers such as strain gages and accelerometers [53]. Proximity probes
provide local measurements of critical engine components and obtain data
without contacting the components they measure. Proximity probes measure
rotating machine vibration in one of two ways: relative displacement and time-ofarrival (ToA). Both quantities are primarily measured using light probes, which
detect reflected light to determine the distance between the source and the
reflector. Shaft relative displacement can be measured in the fluid film bearings
of high-speed turbomachines [53]. The Relative displacement is often displayed
as an orbital diagram, as shown in Fig. 4. The orbital diagrams show a twodimensional display of the motion of the shaft with respect to the bearing [54]. If
the orbit becomes non-linear, or shaft vibration exceeds a pre-specified limit, the
machine is shut down for inspection. Rotor blade ToA measurements are made
using proximity probes via a NSMS.
Strain gages and accelerometers are motion transducers used to indicate
local static and dynamic strain, and acceleration. The choice of using a strain
gage or accelerometer depends on constraints such as application, cost,
environment, and sampling rate. Sampling rates are set by signal conditioning
amplifiers. Accelerometers are generally used at relatively lower sampling rates
and are easier to install [55]. Strain gages are used at relatively higher sampling
rates and can be less intrusive due to a smaller form factor [56]. Where highly
accurate low-frequency response resolution (<100 Hz) is required, linear variable
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Figure 4. An orbital diagram measuring vertical and horizontal rotor displacement.
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differential transformer sensors may be used [57]. Components that are
monitored with motion transducers include shafts, bearings, gears, casing and
attached accessories, rotor assemblies, and stator vanes [54].
General Vibratory Diagnostics
Rotating machinery vibratory diagnostic techniques are split into two
categories: temporal and spectral analysis [54]. Temporal analysis utilizes time
history data to determine signal characteristics. Important signal characteristics
include amplitude, period, phase, modulation, signal truncation, glitches, and
pulses. Signal amplitude can be defined as peak amplitude (pk) or peak-to-peak
amplitude (pk-pk), as shown in Fig. 5. The period, as shown in Fig. 5, is defined
as the time between two complete cycles of a repeating vibratory signal, and is the
inverse of the signal frequency. Phase is defined as the signal position with
respect to time, useful for determining phase shifts, also shown in Fig. 5. Signal
modulation can be in the form of amplitude modulation or frequency
modulation, as shown in Fig. 6. Generic sinusoidal functions used to describe
each signal are also provided. Signal truncation and glitches are indicated by
signal drop-out and noise-like spikes, respectively. Pulse signals are observed in
time domain data, displayed as repeating sharp increases in signal amplitude.
Spectral analysis is used to quickly determine resonant and forcing
frequencies, amplitudes, sidebands, beats, sub-harmonic vibrations, and other
frequency-related characteristics of the data signal [54]. A spectrum plot, or Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT), displays amplitude vs. frequency, as shown in an
illustrative example in Fig. 7. Different engine components will display varying
characteristic spectrum plots, discussed in more detail in the following sections.
Another spectral analysis tool, used primarily for rotating machinery, is
the Campbell diagram, shown in the illustration in Fig. 8. Campbell diagrams are
transient plots that display rotor speed vs. component excitation frequency [50],
[54]. Engine order reference lines are drawn to determine the engine critical
speeds. A critical speed is the rotor speed at which the component natural
frequency crosses an EO line. As shown, engine component natural frequencies
may be excited by harmonics of engine rotor speed.
Campbell diagrams are primarily used in the design phase to determine
the rotor speeds that will force component resonant frequencies. During engine
testing, Campbell diagrams are used to determine the major vibration excitation
sources of components, based on the EO lines. As shown in Fig. 8, rotating
component frequencies can change as rotor speed increases. This phenomenon is
discussed further in the following sections.
Shaft Diagnostics
As previously discussed, shaft vibrations and displacement are monitored
using both proximity probes and motion transducers. Motion transducers
monitor shaft vibrations with accelerometers through the bearing casings, or the
engine casing and case-mounted accessories. A list of common shaft faults and
vibratory response characteristics is provided in Table 2. Temporal and spectral
plots of common shaft problems are provided in Fig. 9.
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Figure 5. Various signal characteristics encountered during temporal analysis.
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Figure 6. Examples of signal amplitude and frequency modulation, with generic
descriptive sinusoidal functions.
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Figure 7. A simulated FFT plot of a vibrating component, showing two natural
frequencies.
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Figure 8. An illustrative Campbell diagram for a rotating component, showing
three EO lines, the component first natural frequency, and the expected critical
rotor speeds. Note that Rotor speed is plotted in rotations per second in order to
better visualize the nature of the engine orders.
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Table 2. A list of shaft faults, adapted from ref. [54].
Fault
Frequency Response Response Characteristic
Amplified vibration at critical
Critical Speed
speeds.
Resonance
1, 2, 3, ... EO
Distinct 1 EO with additional
Mass Unbalance 1 EO
low 2 EO, 3 EO, ... responses.
Distinct 1 EO with equal or
Misalignment
1 EO, 2 EO, 3 EO
higher 2 EO or 3 EO responses.
Critical speed vibration dropout
Shaft Bow
1 EO
in pk-pk temporal data.
Large 1 EO, 0.5 EO,
High 1 EO and 1/2 EO, with
Looseness
lower 2, 3, ... EO
additional low 2, 3, ... EO.
Eccentricity
1 EO
High 1 EO.
Coupling Lockup 1, 2, 3, ... EO
Similar to misalignment.
1 EO has shifting phase angle
Thermal
Variability
1 EO
and amplitude with load.
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(a) Mass Unbalance

(b) Misalignment

(c) Bow

(d) Looseness

(e) Eccentricity
Figure 9. Examples of time and spectral analysis plots of various shaft faults [54].
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Bearing Diagnostics
Bearing and gearbox vibrations are generally monitored with
accelerometers through the bearing or gear casing, or through the nearest
accessible component. The most common bearings in turbine engines are fluid
film and roller/ball bearings [54]. Fluid film bearing wear or excessive clearance
produces discrete 1 EO and sub-synchronous responses. Also, a random, lowfrequency, low amplitude response called sub-synchronous vibration (SSV) hash
has been known to affect fluid bearing operation (in particular, tilt-pad journal
bearings) [58]. Other fluid film bearing sub-synchronous (below 1 EO) faults
include oil whirl and oil whip, which are bearing fluid resonant frequencies [53].
There are four general frequency signatures generated by a defective roller
or ball bearing: outer race ball pass frequency (BPFO), inner race ball pass
frequency (BPFI), ball spin frequency (BSF), and the fundamental train
frequency (FTF) [53]-[54]. BPFO and BPFI are caused by ball or rolling elements
passing over faulty races. BSF is caused by faults in the balls or rollers
themselves. FTF is caused by faults in the cage, or improper bearing movements.
The frequency signatures for each of the above listed faults can be calculated
using rotor speed, ball or roller diameter, pitch diameter, and the rolling/ball
element contact angle. BPFO and BPFI are also dependent on the number of ball
or rolling elements. Other faults induce bearing assembly natural frequencies. A
list of common roller/ball bearing faults is provided in Table 3. Example bearing
time and spectrum plots are provided in Fig. 10.
Gearbox Diagnostics
Gearbox faults produce high frequency vibrations related to gear mesh
frequencies and shaft speed [54]. Gear mesh frequencies are a function of shaft
speed and the number of gear teeth. Shaft speed may refer to the input shaft,
output shaft, or any intermediate geared shafts. Gear mesh frequencies in the
Table 3. List of bearing faults, adapted from ref. [53]-[54], [58].
Fault
SSV hash
Fluid bearing excessive
internal clearance
Oil whip, whirl
Outer race defect

Frequency Response
Sub-synchronous
1 EO and subsynchronous
Bearing fluid resonant
frequencies
BPFO

Inner race defect

BPFI

Ball defect
Ball bearing excessive
internal clearance

BSF or FTF
Natura frequencies,
some modulation
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Response Characteristic
Random, low-frequency "noise".
Discrete 1 EO and lower responses.
Usually sub-synchronous.
Multiples of BPFO.
BPFI harmonics decrease in size,
may be modulated by shaft speed.
Assembly natural frequencies
modulated by FTF.
Assembly natural frequencies
modulated by shaft speed.

(a) SSV Hash

(c) Excessive Clearance

(b) Inner Race Defect

(d) FTF

Figure 10. Bearing temporal and spectral plot examples, (a) SSV hash in a tilt-pad
journal bearing [58], (b) roller bearing inner race defect [54], (c) excessive bearing
clearance [54], and (d) FTF excited by a ball defect [54].
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data imply faults such as eccentric gears, gear-mesh wear, and backlash.
Sidebands and subharmonic gear mesh frequencies may also be present. A
broken, cracked, or chipped gear produces pulses in the time waveform, and EO
frequencies in spectrum plots. Gearbox distortion can produce both gear mesh
and EO frequencies in the spectrum plot. Example gear box time and spectrum
plots are provided in Fig. 11.
General Rotor Blade and Stator Vane Diagnostics
The United States Department of Defense initiated the Propulsion Safety
and Affordable Readiness (P-SAR) initiative in order to, “…mitigate the
operational and environmental hazards to aircraft propulsion system integrity,
dependability, and life cycle cost in military service,” [59]. The most vulnerable
propulsion system (as well as power generation) components are the rotor
blades. Three factors leading to rotor blade damage were identified: FOD,
erosion/corrosion, and High-Cycle Fatigue (HCF) [59]. There are a number of
different ways to diagnose rotor blade damage, including GPA, as discussed
previously. The following sections focus on rotor blade and stator vane
diagnostics through direct and indirect static and dynamic analysis.
Cumpsty [50] states that rotor blade vibratory modes and natural
frequencies are dependent on 1) the design of the blade, 2) the ratio of Modulus
of Elasticity to density, / , and 3) the rotation of the rotor. The simplest
representation of a rotor blade is a cantilevered beam. Some of the simplest
modes are bending (out-of-plane), torsion, and edgewise bending (in-plane), as
shown in Fig. 12. Actual blade modes are more complicated, depending on blade
geometry and possible mode coupling.
Factors affecting rotor blade rotating natural frequency include centrifugal
stiffening, fluid mass loading, and temperature effects. Centrifugal stiffening
effects can increase rotor blade natural frequencies at high rotor speeds. An
approximate estimation of blade bending rotating natural frequency with
centrifugal stiffening effects included takes the form of the following equation:
Ω ,

(3)

is the rotating natural frequency,
is the non-rotating natural
where
frequency, is the centrifugal stiffening constant, and Ω is the rotor speed [50].
Mohan, et al., mathematically derive the stiffening constant, showing that the
centrifugal effect increases the rotor blade natural frequency [60].
Fluid mass loading also affects rotor blade natural frequency. According to
Gill, et al., fluid inertia effects can increase the “virtual mass” of centrifugal rotor
blades, decreasing natural frequency, especially in the presence of high-density
gas [61].
Cumpsty also notes that a temperature increase will reduce the modulus of
elasticity, causing an overall reduction in natural frequency of all vibratory modes
[50]. Due to the extreme temperatures in the hot section of engines, the turbine
blades are particularly susceptible to a reduction in natural frequency.
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(a) Gearbox Eccentricity

(b) Broken Gear Tooth

(c) Misaligned, Distorted Gear Box
Figure 11. Gearbox temporal and spectral plot examples [54].
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Figure 12. Three cantilever bending modes [62].
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Stator vanes can have fixed-fixed or cantilever geometry, each resulting in
different frequencies and modes of vibration. Stator vane natural frequencies are
not, however, affected by rotational speed, as there is no centrifugal stiffening
effect. Due to higher levels of damping [50] and lower potential energy (as
compared to rotor blades) stator vanes are considered low-risk components, and
are rarely monitored, except during engine development.
In addition to low EO responses caused by shaft unbalance, misalignment,
etc., both rotor blades and stator vanes exhibit high EO responses due to
upstream and downstream components. For example, as shown in Fig. 13,
unsteady pressure profiles at the TE of inlet guide vanes (IGV) and stator vanes
cause the rotor blades to experience alternating high/low pressure impulses as
the rotor rotates [10]. Disturbances originating from stator vane wakes apply an
EO forcing function to the rotor blade. Specifically, if there are = 10 stator vanes
and the rotor is spinning at = 45 Hz, a 450 Hz SPF forcing function is applied
to each rotor blade. A similar forcing function, the BPF, is applied to components
affected by the unsteady pressure distribution surrounding the TE or tip of rotor
blades, also shown in Fig. 13. Components affected by BPF include downstream
rotor blades, stator vanes, the engine casing, and accessory components. As
previously stated, rotor blade and stator vane critical speeds occur when EO
forcing functions (Shaft-related, SPF, or BPF) approaches one of the component’s
natural frequencies, inducing resonance.
For both rotor blades and stator vanes, NIV occurs due to unstable flow
separation [50], [63]. Flow separation such as stall occurs when the fluid comes
to a standstill in the main flow direction due to friction and back-flow [63]. The
boundary layer then becomes detached from the airfoil. The detachment point is
known as the separation line. An example of flow separation for a rotating blade
is shown in Fig. 14. As shown, the airflow over the blade has both chord-wise and
radial momentum, due to turbulent mixing of the separated stream. According to
Corten [63], it is the radial flow that dominates the flow effects and blade
pressure decreases from the separation line to the TE of the blade. During the
unstable flow separation phenomenon known as flutter, aerodynamic damping is
negative and blade self-excitation occurs [50]. Flutter is not entirely understood,
but can be initiated by shock, may not include massive flow separation, and
manifests differently depending on engine operating conditions. A review of
turbine engine unsteady flows, including turbulence, wake interaction, flutter,
rotating stall, and surge is provided by Qi and Zou [64].
The source of NIV is more difficult to determine than a synchronous
vibration source because it is not directly related to shaft speed [50]. As with
shaft, bearing, and gearbox analysis, the most common way to analyze rotor
blade/stator vane data is with spectral plots and Campbell diagrams. An example
of synchronous and non-synchronous data plotted on a Campbell diagram is
shown in Fig. 15. For Campbell diagrams used to analyze data captured during
engine operation, an additional parameter is plotted: vibration amplitude. The
figure is created by determining component instantaneous vibratory amplitude
and frequency from the FFT, then plotting them against rotor speed. In Fig. 15,
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Figure 13. Unsteady pressure region development at the TE of rotor blades and
stator vanes [10].
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Figure 14. Flow separation on a rotating blade, adapted from ref. [63].
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Figure 15. A Campbell diagram showing integral and NIV responses during turbine
engine testing.
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the vibration amplitude is represented by the height of the green lines. For the
component monitored, the 1 EO integral vibration maximum amplitude response
occurs at a lower rotor speed than the NIV maximum amplitude response. A
plotting threshold is also utilized, to filter out low-amplitude responses. Vibration
amplitude may be plotted in a number of different units, including acceleration in
G’s, velocity in m/s or in/s (IPS) and deflection in mm or mils, depending on the
instrumentation.
Often during turbine engine development, rotor blades are monitored
directly with strain gages, and a number of studies have been dedicated to strain
gage monitoring [65]. To directly monitor blade vibration, strain gages are
instrumented on rotor blades, and then wired to slip rings. Slip rings use brushes
to provide continuous metal-to-metal contact during shaft rotation to transfer the
strain gage signal from the rotating frame to a stationary device. Unfortunately,
this process is intrusive and known to introduce noise in the system. It is also
expensive and places the strain gages in the extreme environment of the engine
interior where they experience a high mortality rate. These restrictions limit
strain gages to the experimental or development stages of turbine engine rotor
blade operation and usually then only for a limited number of test runs.
Many companies offer turbomachinery condition monitoring capabilities
[66]-[73]. The most comprehensive systems use hybrid GPA/vibration
monitoring along with auto-detection algorithms to determine when rotor blade
damage is present. Other companies offer solutions for reducing rotor blade
vibration through intentional blade mistuning (optimized non-symmetric
spacing) [74]. Using condition monitoring and reducing blade vibration are two
important aspects of safe engine operation. However, without a large suite of
instrumentation, these methods cannot determine damage locations [75].
Difficulties with strain gages and condition monitoring techniques have led
researchers to discover new means of monitoring rotor blades during engine
operation, as discussed in the sections below.
Rotor Blade Diagnostics through Non-intrusive Stress Measurement
Systems
NSMS monitor gas turbine engine rotor blade health by measuring blade
tip ToA via proximity probes [66]. Other common names used to describe these
systems include blade-tip-timing (BTT), ToA analysis, arrival time analysis, and
Berührungslose Schaufel Schwingungsmessung (BSSM, translated “Contactless
Blade Vibration Measurement”). NSMS use probes with direct or indirect line-ofsight to the rotor blade tip to measure rotor blade tip ToA.
NSMS calculate blade deflection through a relatively simple algorithm. As
shown in Fig. 16, as the blade tip passes a probe (P1, P2) it triggers the sensor,
which records the blade ToA [66]. The once-per-rev (1/rev) sensor uses a similar
method to record the shaft rotation period. The ToA and 1/rev measurements are
then used to calculate blade deflection from ideal using the following equations:
/ ,

(4)
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Figure 16. NSMS data capture example, adapted from ref. [66].
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(6)
(7)

,

(8)

where
is the ideal blade arrival time, is the blade number,
is the end of
the shaft rotation period, is the beginning of the shaft rotation period, is the
number of blades in the stage, ∆ is the blade offset from ideal arrival time, is
the measured blade arrival time, ∆ is the blade offset from ideal arrival time
centered about zero, is the blade offset arrival time ratio, is the blade
deflection from ideal, and is the rotor diameter. An extensive review of NSMS
methods and mathematics is provided by Pickering [77].
Following the calculations described above, blade deflection is plotted
using a blade stack plot, as shown in Fig. 17. In practice, multiple probes are used
to continuously measure blade deflection [77]. Each probe monitors the blade at
a different point in its vibratory cycle. Blade vibratory amplitude and frequency
are then calculated by combining the data from each probe. Probe spacing is
critical to ensure aliasing does not occur, as shown in Fig. 18. After the amplitude
and frequency are acquired, a finite element model is required to convert the
deflection to stress.
First developed in the 1960’s by Rudolph Hohenberg of Avco Lycoming,
NSMS has become an integral part of turbine engine SHM [78]. The first NSMS
probes were capacitive; subsequent technologies included eddy current, optical,
and microwave probes [6], [12]-[13], [78]-[82]. Current NSMS are capable of
measuring blade resonances, detecting missing blades and FOD, estimating
cumulative fatigue, detecting cracks, rotor unbalance, whirl, disk integrity, and
blade tip clearance. For example, General Electric Energy in India has developed
a 24x7, automatic, remote SHM system using NSMS to determine rotor blade
resonances, static deflections, vibratory stress limits, and a number of faults that
might cause engine damage [79]. Additionally, probes are currently being
developed that will work in the extreme environment surrounding the turbine
blades [12].
NSMS detects blade faults by detecting changes in blade static and
dynamic characteristics. For example, blade cracks have been shown to change
rotor blade static spacing (offset) and natural frequency [83]-[85]. Rajagopalan,
et al., used NSMS to determine the presence of a shift in blade arrival time via
blade static deflection, using a single NSMS probe [83]. Mercadal, et al., provided
an example of blade natural frequency shift in the presence of a crack, and
mathematically simulated blade response in the presence of weak and strong
blade aerodynamic and mechanical coupling [84]. Shukla and Harsha conducted
a similar study using both computational and experimental methods, observing a
decrease in blade natural frequency as crack length increases [85]. In order to
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Figure 17. A NSMS blade stack plot, adapted from ref. [66].
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Figure 18. NSMS probe spacing required to minimize aliasing to determine blade
vibration characteristics [77].
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better detect blade condition, Lindstedt and Gradzki researched a NSMS blade
diagnostics method that utilizes statistical analysis of the NSMS signal to reduce
noise caused by environmental variables, without the need to measure the
variables directly [86]-[87].
In order to further reduce the intrusiveness of blade health monitoring,
researchers have recently attempted to use alternative NSMS sensors to passively
monitor blades by “seeing through” the engine casing, as opposed to actively
monitoring blades by drilling holes through the case for direct blade tip
observation. In 2004, von Flotow and Drumm described a passive method using
eddy current sensors [80]. The method employed the sensors on the outer
surface of the engine casing to determine rotor blade vibration characteristics.
Other cited benefits to using eddy current probes include extreme temperature
resistance and resistance to negative oil/contaminant effects. Limits on using
eddy current probes include the engine casing material type and thickness, as
well as rotor blade material type (rotor blades must be conductive and/or
magnetically permeable).
Eddy current sensors work by sensing metallic rotor blades as they pass
through the sensor’s static magnetic field, which penetrates through the engine
casing [80]. As the blade passes through the magnetic field, the perturbation is
recorded as a voltage pulse. The pulses are timed in the same manner as
previously described. Difficulties arise in detecting the blade passage if the casing
material is ferromagnetic, or the rotor blade material is non-conductive. An
example of the probe setup used in the research is shown in Fig. 19.
Results from comparing eddy current sensor output to rotor blade strain
gage output is provided in Fig. 20 [80]. During the experiment, rotor speed was
swept over a range of about 100 rpm. Both measurement systems show
resonance at the same rotor speeds with peak response at around 112 seconds
into the run.
In 2005, eddy current sensors were tested and compared to optical probes,
a joint effort between Rolls Royce and Arnold Engineering Development Complex
(AEDC) [6]. The comparison was performed at AEDC during XTL17/SE2, HCF
demonstrator engine testing. All data processing was conducted using the Gen 4
Processor (G4P) software. The G4P software is capable of performing system
mode analysis, and calculations of blade vibratory frequency, amplitude, phase,
and damping. Each sensor type was evaluated on its ability to detect NIV and
integral vibration events during testing. Active and passive eddy current probes
were tested, both provided by Rolls Royce, and compared to results obtained
using the optical probes. All data was taken simultaneously for each probe type,
using the measurement from the LE of the blade tip. Typical waveforms from all
three sensor types are shown in Fig. 21.
It was observed that, compared to the optical line probe waveform, the
passive eddy-current waveforms varied in amplitude, losing amplitude as engine
speed increased [6]. The loss of amplitude caused difficulties with the Gen 4
NSMS triggering calculation, causing the peak to fall below the trigger level. An
amplifier was able to amplify the signal so that triggering was enabled over the
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Figure 19. The magnetic field of an eddy current probe penetrating the engine
casing [80].
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(a)

(b)
Figure 20. Output from (a) eddy current probes and (b) strain gages, adapted from
ref. [80].
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 21. Typical Gen 4 NSMS waveforms for (a) optical line probes, (b) passive
eddy current probes, and (c) active eddy current probes [6].
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entire speed range. However, at high speeds most of the signals became too noisy
to use, most likely due to casing vibration.
During both the integral and NIV events, the passive eddy current probes
tracked frequency and normalized amplitude with nearly identical results to the
optical probes [6]. The passive eddy current probes also performed well in other
comparisons including per-blade peak amplitude, amplitude vs. rotor rotation
number, Travelling Wave FFT Waterfall analysis, phase tracking, and Campbell
diagram analysis. However, the passive eddy current probes did not detect higher
EO modes that were observed by the optical probes. It was hypothesized that the
passive eddy current probes missed the higher order modes because of either
casing vibration or the triggering problems mentioned previously.
Recently, passive pulsed eddy current sensors were researched as an
option to overcome the issue of casing vibration as well as high temperatures
encountered in the turbine stages [81]. These pulsed eddy current sensors
produced a high-magnitude, time-varying magnetic field to detect blade tip
clearance, timing, and blade twist, without the need of permanent magnets,
which are adversely affected by high temperatures and casing vibrations.
Room-temperature, laboratory proof-of-concept testing showed that the
pulsed eddy current sensors were capable of resolving tip clearance changes of
0.2 mm, up to a clearance of 3.125 mm, by detecting changes in signal amplitude
[81]. The pulsed eddy current sensors were capable of accurately resolving
interblade spacing changes of 1 mm from -3.0 mm to +6.0 mm using blade tip
ToA to determine spacing. Probe measurements of blade twist were simulated by
C-scan technology, which was able to detect a blade twist of 4.2 degrees.
NSMS sensors are quickly replacing strain gages in most rotor blade
monitoring applications [5]. NSMS are capable of non-intrusive detection of
blade faults and vibratory characteristics through measurement of blade spacing,
twist, and tip clearance, and many companies offer competing systems [86]-[93].
However, these systems suffer from a number of weaknesses, which are often
discussed in reference to probe type. Capacitive and optical probes are active,
requiring holes drilled in the casing, and are susceptible to contaminants that
obstruct the probe line-of-sight to the rotor blade tip [81]. Eddy current probes
can be passive, but require specific blade and casing materials, are less precise,
and suffer from casing vibration and temperature effects as discussed above [6],
[81]. Microwave sensors are active, requiring holes drilled in the casing, have
limited spatial resolution, and require complex calibrations [82].
Rotor Blade Diagnostics through Dynamic Pressure Analysis and
Acoustic Emission Monitoring
A number of reviews on SHM of turbine engines including alternate
methods (non-NSMS/strain gage) of rotor blade diagnostics are available in the
literature [65], [94]-[96]. In one review, Al-Bedoor lists methods of indirectly
measuring rotor blade vibrations, mostly dismissing pressure-based fault
diagnostic methods [65]. Abdelrhman, et al., offer two in-depth reviews on the
SHM of rotor blades. The first review focuses primarily on vibration monitoring
[94]. The second review is a more general treatment of the subject, including
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monitoring rotor blade health via both pressure transducers and acoustic
emission [95]. Another review, provided by Romesis, et al., details the progress in
gas turbine engine SHM over the last two decades, accomplished by the research
group of the Laboratory of Thermal Turbomachines at the National Technical
University of Athens (LTT/NTUA) [96]. The group at LTT/NTUA have completed
years of research on turbine engine health monitoring using component
vibration, dynamic pressure, and gas path analysis.
In 1991, the team from LTT/NTUA used fast-response engine casing wall
pressure measurements to identify two types of rotor blade faults [8]. First, a
baseline test was performed for comparison with tests conducted with faulty
blades. Second, tests were conducted with a full rotor stage coated with rough
paint to simulate blade fouling. Third, tests were conducted with two blades
coated with rough paint, to simulate a less severe case of blade fouling. Fourth,
tests were conducted with a blade twisted 8 degrees from the nominal position.
The objective of the fourth test was to determine if the proposed technique could
distinguish the difference between fouled and twisted blades. Fast-response
pressure transducers were placed through the engine casing as shown in Fig. 22.
Two techniques were used for data analysis of the casing wall pressure
signals [8]. The first technique utilized phase-averaging, as shown in Fig. 23, to
reduce the noise content of the raw signals. The nature and specifics of the phase
averaging technique were not discussed, however a time-synchronous type
average based on the 1/rev signal is assumed. Using phase averaging, the twisted
blade (test #4) is easily identifiable by the reduced amplitude of the twisted blade
peak, as shown by comparing the top plots of Fig. 23 (a) and (b). The painted
blades (test #3) are not as easily identifiable, though the researchers from
LTT/NTUA point out that there is a shallow valley associated with the blades in
question, as seen when comparing the bottom plots of Fig. 23 (a) and (b). In both
tests #3 and #4, phase averaging reduced the noise content and accentuated the
blade fault signatures. Phase average analysis for the baseline rotor and the rotor
with all blades painted was not provided.

Figure 22. Locations of the fast-response pressure transducers (PT) [8].
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(a) Twisted and painted blades raw data.

(b) Twisted and painted blades phase averaged data.
Figure 23. Twisted and painted blade internal pressure plots for the (a) raw data
and (b) phase averaged data, from PT-2 [8].
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The second technique involved using the power spectra of the raw and
phase averaged pressure data to determine two indices [8]. Index 1 was the
calculation of the difference in the amplitude logarithms of the healthy vs. faulty
pressure signal power spectra. Index 2 was the calculation of the ratio of the
power spectra amplitudes of the healthy vs. faulty setups. An example of the
application of both indices to raw data from PT-2 is given in Fig. 24.
The Index 1 results for all four fault types were compared using a crosscorrelation parameter [8]. An average of four Index 1 data points for the twisted
blades was used as a reference. The cross-correlation algorithm was not provided,
however results showed that the discriminant value of Index 1 for the twisted
blade compared favorably to the reference, while the discriminant value for the
blade fouling experiments did not.
In subsequent studies, researchers from LTT/NTUA attempted to use the
spectral difference index (Index 1) technique to create a numerically-based
database of engine fault signatures [97]-[98]. In one study, Dedoussis simulated
internal engine casing wall pressure response using varying degrees of blade twist
and compared the simulation results to experimental results using the spectral
difference index [97]. In another study, Aretakis used numerical analysis to
examine the properties of fault signatures (twisted and misplaced rotor blades) of
different severities, stating [98], “Faults of the same nature but different severity
have the same form of signature. The amplitude of the signatures is, however,
related to the severity of the faults…” Based on numerical analysis, they were able
to show that some fault types may be determined by the spectral difference index
and that in certain circumstances it was possible to determine the severity of the
fault.
More recently, researchers at LTT/NTUA focused on probabilistic and
artificial intelligence methods fault diagnosis to correctly identify engine and
sensor faults based on vibration and pressure data fused with gas path analysis,
with the goal of automated, efficient engine health assessment [96], [99]-[101].
Forbes and Randall created an analytical model of the relationship
between rotor blade vibration and casing internal pressure response [10]. First,
they derived the pressure force excitation on the casing internal surface caused by
the rotating rotor blades. As shown in Fig. 25, the casing internal dynamic
pressure response is driven by the rotor blade pressure distribution, which is
described by the blue sinusoidal line around the blade tips. The mathematical
description of the pressure distribution for the th blade, assuming no blade
vibration, is defined by Forbes’ and Randall’s pressure distribution equation,

,

(9)

where is the pressure magnitude of blade , and are the amplitude and
phase of the corresponding Fourier series,
√ 1, is the datum location, and
is the blade-to-blade angle.
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(a) Difference index

(b) Ratio index

Figure 24. The (a) difference index and (b) ratio index applied to raw data [8].
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Figure 25. A simplified representation of the pressure profile around rotating rotor
blades, adapted from ref. [10].
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As previously stated, the dominating driver of rotor blade vibration is the
unsteady pressure profile from upstream stator vanes [10]. The upstream stator
vanes excite the rotor blades at SPF. A secondary, less dominant rotor blade
excitation source is turbulence, which causes rotor blade NIV. According to
Forbes and Randall, the resulting mathematical description of the forces acting
upon each rotor blade is [10]:

,

(10)

where is the rotor blade excitation amplitude,
is the turbulence model
function (modeled as white noise in Forbes’ and Randall’s simulations), ω
is
the stator pass frequency,
and are Fourier series coefficients, and is the
phase offset for the force on each rotor blade. The vibration of the blades phase
modulates the internal pressure profile, a characteristic that is shown to follow
the blades as they vibrate about equilibrium [102]. Correspondingly, the blade
motion is incorporated into Eq. (9) as a time dependent phase offset. The
resulting pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 26. The modulation behavior is
shown in Forbes’ and Randall’s blade motion modulated internal pressure
distribution equation [10],

,

(11)

where
is the blade motion resulting from Eq. (10). Using this equation, the
blade vibration frequency can be obtained by proper analysis of the casing
internal dynamic pressure signal. Forbes and Randall state that the dynamic
pressure signal manifests in the spectral domain as, “…a series of narrow-band
peaks located at shaft speed, Ω, plus and minus the blade natural frequency,”
[10]. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 27, the instantaneous internal pressure
spectrum from a simplified test rig. In Fig. 27, the shaft speed multiples are
located at the vertical red lines. The narrow-band peaks are spaced at 33.3 Hz.
Phase modulation appears in the spectral domain as sidebands to the
carrier signal (the rotor speed and its harmonics) [10]. As stated, the blade
vibration frequency (assumed to be the blade natural frequency) is the
modulator, and can therefore be estimated by using the spacing of the
narrowband peaks. The relationship between the narrowband peak spacing and
the rotor speed harmonics is shown in Fig. 28, where and are unknown
integers, representing high ( ) and low ( ) shaft speed multiples, is the rotor
speed harmonic of interest, and “diff” is the narrowband peak spacing.
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Figure 26. A simplified representation of the pressure profile around rotating rotor
blades, including blade vibration, represented by the red dashed lines, adapted
from ref. [10].
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Figure 27. A spectrum of the internal pressure signal of a simplified test rig,
showing narrowband peaks surrounding multiples of shaft speed, adapted from
ref. [10].
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Figure 28. A schematic showing the relationship between the narrowband peaks
and rotor blade natural frequency [10].
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From Fig. 28, Forbes’ and Randall’s rotating natural frequency equation is
obtained:
diff

Ω

Ω

,

,

(12)

(13)

where
is the blade rotating natural frequency and
is an unknown
integer [10]. Because is unknown, Eq. (13) is indeterminate. However, if the
rotor blade rotating natural frequency is known within half of the shaft speed,
it can be estimated [10]. Forbes and Randall use the analysis method above to
measure blade natural frequency from casing vibration, which will be discussed
in further detail in the next section.
Ratz, et al., conducted a similar study in which the amplitude of the BPF
harmonics (both internal pressure and casing vibration responses) were tracked
against shaft speed [103]. First, using a single degree of freedom (SDOF) lumped
spring-mass system in the place of the blade motion parameter, Eq. (11) was used
to estimate the internal pressure response. The second, third, and fourth
harmonics were summed and compared to the sum of the same harmonics
captured experimentally by microphone, using the same experimental setup
described in ref. [10]. The results are shown in Fig. 29.
Six air jets provided pressure fluctuations approximating six stators
upstream of the rotor stage [103]. Ratz states that the peaks shown in Fig. 29 are
at the shaft speeds corresponding to the first SPF harmonic, SPF/6 (19.5 Hz) and
the fifth SPF harmonic, SPF/(5*6) (23.3 Hz). The equivalent SPF frequencies are
117 Hz and 699 Hz, respectively, corresponding to the average blade first and
second bend frequencies, which were measured at 117.4 Hz and 726 Hz,
respectively. Ratz repeated the analysis using casing accelerometer data and
found a peak at 23.3 Hz, but not at 19.5 Hz. However, there were individual BPF
harmonics in the casing signal that included peaks close to the 19.5 Hz frequency.
Li, et al., found that sidebands in the dynamic pressure signal, caused by
the vibration of a cracked blade in a centrifugal compressor, are undetectable in
the presence of noise using the FFT alone [104]. Li used a band-pass filter to
capture the BPF. He then used empirical mode decomposition (EMD) to
determine the intrinsic mode function (IMF) of the dynamic pressure signal.
Using FFT analysis of the IMF decomposition, he was able to determine sideband
spacing, which corresponded to the cracked blade vibratory frequency. However,
this method suffers from same weakness as the method described in ref. [10]:
that is, determination of the faulty blade frequency is not possible without first
knowing the frequency within a certain envelope.
Acoustic emission (AE) analysis is a method of measuring the, “…transient
elastic waves produced by a sudden redistribution of stress in a material,” [105].
AE is sensitive enough to detect a number of stress and strain-related
phenomena, including crack initiation and growth, slip and dislocation
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(a)

(b)
Figure 29. The sum of the pressure response harmonic amplitudes, plotted against
shaft speed, with circles showing peaks at SPFs for the first and second blade
natural frequency (a) analytical, and (b) experimental [103].
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movements, and twinning in metals. Consequently, there is a significant amount
of research focused on using AE for blade fault detection in gas turbine engines
[95], [106]-[108]. Abdelrhman, et al., reviews a number of different AE methods
used to measure blade crack propagation, blade row damage, flutter, spalling,
fatigue, rubbing, and loose turbine disks [95]. Douglas, et al., used FFT analysis
of the AE signal to detect a gas generator BPF by measuring acoustic waves from
transducers mounted on the combustion chamber lid and compressor impeller
backplate [106]. Using an AE energy method, they were also able to detect
changes in blade tip geometry.
Anderson, et al., performed AE analysis to monitor gas turbine engine
rotor blade SPF vibrations, as an alternative to NSMS techniques [107].
Microphones were placed in the internal casing surface and used to detect the
acoustic waves originating from rotor blade edges as they pass through a stator
vane wake. In addition to the internally placed microphones, the blades were
instrumented with strain gages to measure vibratory frequency and amplitude.
As shown in Fig. 30, the predicted strain amplitude and rotor speed from the
microphone measurements matched well with the strain gage measurements.
This technique was limited to subsonic rotor tip Mach numbers.
Momeni, et al., used AE analysis to determine fatigue crack growth in midcompressor stator vanes during combustion turbine engine operation by using
general purpose narrow band AE sensors located on the engine casing [108]. By
placing the sensors on the engine casing, Momeni was able to measure stress
wave propagation in the form of AE, initiated by crack growth in the stator vanes.
Over the course of several months of data collection, a stator monitoring system
alarm tripped and a stator crack was found during the following inspection.

Figure 30. Strain gage (S.G.) vs. microphone (Mic) rotor blade strain amplitude
estimations [107].
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Rotor Blade Diagnostics through Stationary Component Vibration
Monitoring
The most often monitored stationary (non-rotating) component of a
turbine engine is the engine casing. Reasons include accessibility, a mechanical
linkage to the rotating components (shaft to bearing), and proximity to the
dynamic pressure pulse created by the rotating blades. Other measurement
locations include bearing casings, stator vanes, and periphery devices.
Mathioudakis and researchers from LTT/NTUA put casing vibration sources in
the following categories [7]:
1. Vibration of linked or attached components
2. Aerodynamic forces created by
a. Rotating blade dynamic pressure
b. Acoustic wave propagation
c. Turbulent pressure fluctuations
d. Stator vane vibration
They state that the largest attributor to casing vibration is the blade-to-blade
dynamic pressure fields of the rotating blades [7]. These pressure fields manifest
in the casing vibration spectrum as BPF and harmonics, as shown in Fig. 31.
Mathioudakis also contends that both blade geometry changes (such as blade
bending or twisting) and engine operating condition changes will alter the casing
vibratory response. Therefore, baseline data is needed to differentiate between an
engine condition change and a blade fault.
Abdelrhman, et al. [94], Leong [109], and Gomez, et al. [110], all provide
reviews that include turbine engine rotor diagnostics through vibration
monitoring of stationary engine components. Abdelrhman reviewed methods of
analyzing casing vibration via frequency analysis, wavelet analysis, neural
networks and fuzzy logic, and model based analysis [94]. He concluded that
engine vibration monitoring is the most effective method for blade fault detection
in the field and that most types of blade faults can be detected with the proper
signal processing method.
Leong reviewed literature on blade related failures and presented three
case studies of gas turbine vibrations that were a result of blade faults [82]. The
literature review describes a number of different causes of blade faults including
fatigue, cracking, rubbing, root attachment problems, fouling, rotating stall, FOD,
and blade deformation (from twist, creep, corrosion, and erosion). He concludes
that, with proper analysis, blade related faults can be detected via engine
vibrations by analyzing the BPF, its sidebands, and using wavelet analysis.
Gomez reviewed the major advances in wavelet analysis from 2008-2016
and described its use for diagnosing cracked rotors [82]. The wavelet transform
correlates experimental data to a wavelet function, of which there are many types.
The correlation coefficients are used to analyze the signal simultaneously in both
the time and frequency domain. Gomez states that, for fault detection, wavelet
function selection is an important factor. Specifically, the wavelet function shape
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Figure 31. Pressure probe locations (P1 – P5) and the frequency content from each
probe, adapted from ref. [7].
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must match the shape of the vibratory signal produced by the fault in order to be
detected, requiring the use of a wavelet function library. Currently, wavelet
analysis is not standardized and has a number of different varieties, and a full
review of the various methods is beyond the scope of this work.
After identifying the engine internal dynamic pressure as the main
attributor to casing vibration, Mathioudakis and researchers from LTT/NTUA
created transfer functions in order to reconstruct the internal dynamic pressure
of a compressor by using casing accelerometer measurements [7]. A linear,
lumped input-output system was used to model the transfer characteristics of the
compressor casing of a Tornado Gas Turbine. The transfer function was then
created using spectral analysis of data collected from four fast response pressure
transducers and six accelerometers. The compressor internal dynamic pressure
spectrum was then reconstructed using the technique,
,

(14)

where
are the reconstructed Fourier transforms of the pressure signal data,
are vector transfer functions, and
are the Fourier transforms of the
accelerometer signal data. Mathioudakis, et al., concluded that it was possible to
reconstruct the internal dynamic pressure using the casing accelerometer signals
in order to detect blade faults. However, the transform functions did not hold
over large changes in rotor speed. Other insights learned from the study include:
1. The accelerometer signals contain information about the operating
conditions of the compressor rotor stages.
2. Each accelerometer signal carries information from multiple rotor
stages.
3. The compressor casing vibrations are not distributed symmetrically
around the circumference.
Forbes and Randall compared fast-response casing internal pressure
measurements with casing accelerometer measurements and concluded that the
casing acts as a linear time invariant (LTIV) filter [10]. As such, the casing will
alter the amplitude of the internal pressure signal, but the casing accelerometer
signal will otherwise contain all of the same spectral information, with the
possibility of additional peaks from other sources. Forbes utilized the LTIV
characteristic of the casing combined with the dynamic pressure derivation
presented in the previous section to create a technique to determine changes in
rotor blade natural frequency by analyzing casing accelerometer data. The goal
was to measure the spacing of sidebands in the frequency domain of the casing
accelerometer signal to determine average blade frequency, using Eq. (13).
The experimental test rig consisted of a single stage of 19 flat bladed disks
mounted on a hub and driven by an electric motor at constant speeds [10]. Six
impinging air jets were used to simulate upstream SPF. A non-symmetric, semi-
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circular case was used, with an accelerometer mounted vertically at top-deadcenter (TDC). A microphone was mounted flush with the inner casing surface to
conduct high speed pressure measurements. Casing response to blade vibration
was tested at three rotor speeds: 1,200 rpm, 2,000 rpm, and 2,400 rpm. First,
10-second data points were captured using the baseline setup. A simulated faulty
blade was then introduced into the system and the experiments were repeated.
The faulty blade thickness was reduced 25% to simulate a blade fault that reduces
blade stiffness and thus natural frequency. The resulting natural frequency of the
faulty blade was reduced by approximately 40% compared to the baseline blades.
Forbes and Randall used the following post-processing procedures to
reduce noise to adequately capture the narrow-band peaks surrounding multiples
of shaft speed [10]:
1. Order tracking (phase resampling) using the 1/rev measurement
2. Synchronous (phase) averaging to separate the discrete and random
portions of the signals
3. Spectrum bandpass ensemble averaging, with the bandpass set at
multiples of shaft speed from 0.5 to 1.5.
Because synchronous blade vibrations cause sidebands that fall on multiples of
rotor speed, the signal is phase averaged and the deterministic portion of the
signal is removed, as shown in Fig. 32. Forbes and Randall are primarily
interested in the stochastic portion of the casing accelerometer signal because it
will contain the blade natural frequency information.
The stochastic signal is inherently noisy, and so ensemble averaging is
used. An example of the spectrum bandpass ensemble averaging is provided in
Fig. 33. The predicted sidebands are located about multiples of rotor speed, and
so it is possible to average rotor speed frequency spaced ensembles, centered
about multiples of rotor speed, to reduce noise and determine the sideband peaks
more accurately.

Figure 32. The deterministic and stochastic spectral content of the casing
accelerometer signal, adapted from ref. [10].
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Figure 33. An example of the ensemble averaging procedure, at 1,200 rpm shaft
speed [10].
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After analyzing the test data, Forbes and Randall determined that the
blades were responding primarily at the second blade bending natural frequency,
733 Hz at 2,000 rpm rotor speed, which was unexpected [10]. Additionally, as
shown in Fig. 34, the natural frequency of a single faulty blade was estimated by
observing the difference in baseline and faulty blade sideband spacing. Forbes
and Randall determined that the natural frequency of the faulty blade dominated
the frequency response due to the large reduction blade in stiffness and therefore
natural frequency. The calculated average rotor blade frequency at 2,000 rpm
with a faulty blade installed was 441.5 Hz.
Similar work was performed by Rao and Dutta, who observed abnormal
frequency content in waterfall plots, as shown in Fig. 35, in casing accelerometer
data on a 210 MWe gas turbine engine situated next to an engine that had
recently experienced compressor rotor blade failure [11]. Rao and Dutta excited
the rotor blade natural frequencies by load dropping (chopping rotor speed) the
machine, causing an instantaneous torque change. The abnormal frequency
content was accounted to dynamic loading on the blades and an experiment was
undertaken to verify the assumption.
The experiment consisted of a fan connected to a variable speed motor,
with a microphone mounted flush with the inside of the fan casing to measure
dynamic pressure [11]. A single vibrating air jet was used to simulate the dynamic
loading on the blades. Spectral analysis of the dynamic pressure data showed the
BPF with sidebands at the SPF (5 Hz), as shown in Fig. 36, confirming that the
abnormal frequency content in the gas turbine engine compressor may be due to
dynamic loading of the rotor blades.
Modal analysis on the 210 MWe gas turbine engine compressor blades
revealed three modes of interest: axial, torsional, and flap [11]. From the modal
analysis results and the abnormal sideband analysis, it was assumed that the
remaining gas turbine engine was experiencing dynamic loading at the first axial
mode, because that mode was one of two present in the operating speed range.
The operating gas turbine engine was then inspected and cracks were found at
the root of a number of compressor blades.
Abdelrhman, et al., used both FFT and wavelet analysis of casing
accelerometer data to diagnose rubbing faults in an experimental, 3-stage test rig
[111]. Extensions were placed on the ends of blades in each stage to cause both
light and severe casing rubbing. Using FFT analysis, Abdelrhman, et al., showed
that the amplitude of the BPF of each stage increased if that stage was causing the
case rubbing, both for the light and severe conditions. In comparison, they found
it difficult to tell the difference between wavelet maps of baseline data and data
including a stage with light rubbing. They were, however, able to diagnose blade
rub using wavelet analysis for the severe rubbing condition. Abdelrhman, et al.,
state that it is impossible to achieve high resolution in both time and frequency at
the same time using current wavelet analysis techniques. They conclude that
further wavelet analysis improvements must be made in order to effectively
separate BPFs of different stages in the same system.
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Figure 34. Baseline setup (top) and faulty setup (bottom) casing acceleration
response spectrum at 2,000 rpm, adapted from ref. [10].
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Figure 35. Abnormal spectral content present in the waterfall plot of the 210 MWe
gas turbine engine case-mounted accelerometer data [11].
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Figure 36. Spectral Analysis Showing the BPF and Sidebands [11].
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Lim and Ngui conducted similar experiments to detect the presence of a
twisted blade by comparing amplitudes of BPF using accelerometers attached to
the casing of an experimental, 3-stage test rig [112]. They found that the casing
vibration BPF amplitudes for each stage increased if that stage included a twisted
blade, as shown in Fig. 37. The shaft speed frequency response also increased if a
twisted blade was present on any of the stages. Lim and Ngui compared the
spectral analysis with wavelet maps and determined that spectral analysis was
easier to interpret and more effective at determining the presence of the twisted
blade.
The subjects and articles reviewed above lead to a number of important
conclusions germane to the research described in this dissertation, including:
1. Strain gages have a high mortality rate when exposed to the engine
internal environment and therefore are not practical for continuous
rotor blade health monitoring.
2. NSMS require specialized equipment based on a number of different
complex technologies, each having distinct disadvantages.
3. The engine internal dynamic pressure carries information about rotor
blade damage.
4. The engine internal dynamic pressure can be reconstructed from the
casing vibratory signal, and therefore the casing vibratory signal (and
possibly other non-rotating component signals) may also carry
information about rotor blade damage.
Additionally, the following gaps in the literature are defined:
1. There is no Level 3 capable method (detection of the presence,
location, and severity of blade damage, as defined by Doebling, et al.
[4]) of monitoring the structural health of rotor blades using the
vibratory response of non-rotating components.
2. There is no solution to Forbes’ and Randall’s indeterminate equation
for calculating the average rotor blade rotating natural frequency using
the casing vibratory response.
Based on the observations and gaps stated above, the following hypothesis was
derived:
The vibratory response of stationary components excited by the rotor
blade dynamic pressure pulse can be used to detect the presence, location, and
severity of rotor blade damage and changes in rotor blade natural frequency.
Research was conducted, as described below, to test this hypothesis.
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Figure 37. The casing vibration spectrum for the baseline setup (blue) and twisted
blade setups (red, green, and pink) [112].
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CHAPTER III
GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experimental Geometry
The experimental system created for this research was named the Turbine
Engine Component Testbed (TECT) fan, shown in Fig. 38. The TECT fan was
built at the University of Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI) for this work and
future research in measurement technologies and data analysis techniques. The
TECT fan is a modified SpectraQuestTM machine fault simulator (loaned for this
research by AEDC), with a 0.37 kW [0.5 hp] electric motor-powered, single-stage
fan with six flat blades angled at 45 degrees to the airflow, as shown in Fig. 39.
The TECT fan operates at speeds up to 3,400 rpm. Rotor blades were made from
aluminum sheet metal, with machined ends that match the casing curvature,
leaving a tip clearance of roughly 1.27-2.54 mm [0.05-0.1 in] The rotor hub was
machined at UTSI from a 25.4 mm [1 in] thick Aluminum plate. The rotor
assembly is axially located 25.4 mm [1 in] from the fan outlet. The casing is a
sectioned Vollrath 80-qt. Wear-Ever® Professional Standard Strength Stock Pot,
bolted to the modified SpectraQuestTM support structure. A cover for the shaft
downstream of the fan was 3-D printed at UTSI using a Makerbot® ReplicatorTM
2X. A stator probe, shown in Fig. 39 and in greater detail in Fig. 40, was placed
just downstream of the rotor for a number of experiments. The probe was placed
at the bottom dead center of the fan, in an area with increased stiffness to reduce
the influence of casing vibration on the probe response. An accelerometer was
placed at the tip of the probe to measure probe vibration.
To simulate a damaged blade during blade diagnostic analysis, different
numbers of washers were placed between the base of the blade and the rotor hub,
as shown in Fig. 41. The washers forced the affected blade to arrive late,
simulating a static offset due to blade cracking or plastic deformation. To
simulate the change in blade dynamic response due to a loss in blade stiffness
(i.e. blade cracking), two opposing nominal blades were replaced by thin blades
with a lower natural frequency. Pertinent fan component dimensions are
provided in Table 4. FEA and NSMS results for the baseline blades are presented
in later sections.

Software and Instrumentation
PCBNITM LabVIEWTM software with NI9201 boards on a CompactDAQ
chassis was used for data acquisition. A 4-channel ICP® sensor signal conditioner
was used for signal conditioning. An OPTEK 30V phototransistor optical switch
with a single-bladed rotor interrupt (3-D printed at UTSI, see Fig. 42) was used
as the 1/rev signal. Two PCB Piezotronics ICP® accelerometers (100 mV/g, 0.5-10
kHz) were used for vibration monitoring, with a sampling rate of 40 kHz, placed
as described in the analysis technique sections below. The NSMS data
instrumentation consists of four LED emitters at the fan inlet, and four LED
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Figure 38. The TECT fan located in the vibration lab at UTSI.
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Figure 39. Forward-looking-aft view, the rotor blades rotate clockwise and are at a
45 degree angle to the airflow; the stator probe is located at bottom dead center.
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Figure 40. The stator probe is attached to the fan casing at bottom dead center; an
accelerometer was placed at the tip of the probe to measure vibratory response.
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Figure 41. Washers, circled above, were placed between the blade and hub to create
a static blade offset.
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Table 4. Main fan component dimensions.
Length,
m m [in]

Width,
m m [in]

T hickness,
m m [in]

Diam eter,
m m [in]

Rotor Hub

N/A

N/A

25.4 [1 .0]

1 09 [4.3]*

Fan Casing

1 52 [6.0]

N/A

1 .9 [0.07 5]

305 [1 2]

Nominal Rotor Blades

96.5 [3.8]**

35.6 [1 .4]

1 .6 [0.063]

N/A

Thin Rotor Blades

96.5 [3.8]**

35.6 [1 .4]

0.7 9 [0.031 ]

N/A

Stator-like Probe

35.6 [1 .4]

1 .27 [0.5]

0.7 9 [0.031 ]

N/A

N/A

N/A

1 .40 [0.055]

N/A

Com ponent

Washers

*Diameter from center to blade attachment point
**Length from attachment point to tip
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detectors at the fan exit, as shown in Fig. 43. The instrumentation was created for
NSMS research by engineers at AEDC and loaned to this project. NSMS data was
acquired using a Gen 4 NSMS system developed at AEDC. The Blade Timing
Generator (BTG) receives the probe and 1/rev signal and measures the raw time
of arrival data using a 300 MHz clock which gives a resolution of 3.33
nanoseconds. The Blade Deflection Signal Processor (BDSP) reads this raw data
count and converts to deflection based on the known system geometry. The BDSP
Concentrator assembles the data into the Gen4 .tcp file format, archives to hard
drive, and then displays the data to the user. The NSMS data acquisition software
was a Generation 4 Monitor (G4M), developed at AEDC under the Program
Research and Development Announcement (PRDA) contract, as described in ref.
[113]. NSMS G4P software was used to analyze and process the data to determine
frequency, amplitude, and nodal diameter information. The G4P software was
also developed at AEDC under the PRDA contract, as described in ref. [6]. Data
was collected in .csv format for analysis.
The NSMS probe positioning system was designed by Steve Arnold, and 3D printed at UTSI, as described in ref. [114]. The Makerbot® ReplicatorTM 2X
used to design the NSMS probe positioning system has an advertised (see ref.
[115]) resolution of 100 microns [0.00394 in], which is the expected maximum
NSMS error due to fabrication inaccuracies in the positioning system probe
placement. However, the system accuracy may also be affected by rotor
vibrations, a factor that was not accounted for in the NSMS data processing.
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Figure 42. The 1/rev instrumentation.
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Figure 43. The NSMS instrumentation.
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CHAPTER IV
COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS
Model Geometry
Models of the TECT fan casing and rotor, shown in Fig. 44, were created in
Autodesk® Inventor® 2014 and analyzed using ANSYS® Workbench® 14.5 (for
FEA) and 15.0 (for CFD). Casing and blade models were analyzed using the
ANSYS® Mechanical modal FEA solver to determine the natural frequencies.
Simplified rotor models were analyzed using ANSYS® Fluent® CFD solver to
determine the pressure distribution at the internal surface of the casing for two
rotor configurations: 1) baseline and 2) a bent blade, with the tip displaced 10.8
mm [0.425-in] from the baseline position, normal to the width of the blade (i.e.,
at a 45-degree angle to the flow). For transient CFD analysis, two separate
domains (rotating and non-rotating) were defined, as shown in Fig. 45. The nonrotating domain was defined as a 305 mm [12 in] diameter, by 1,524 mm [5 ft]
cylinder, with the rotor located at 914 mm [3 ft] from the outlet. The rotating
domain extended 2.54 mm [0.1 in] to each side of the rotor, 1.27 mm [0.05 in]
past the tip of the rotor blades, and was 1.27 mm [0.05 in] from the casing wall.
The stator probe was designed and modeled as a continuous system in free
vibration, with a fixed end boundary condition and a free end boundary condition
with an attached mass (accelerometer) at the tip. Rao derives the equation for
such a system in ref. [116]. The stator probe transverse vibration natural
frequencies are defined by the following equation:

,

(15)

is the stator probe nth natural frequency, is determined from the
where
, accelerometer mass,
,
boundary conditions (based on stator probe mass,
and the fixed boundary condition) and provided by Rao [116], is the modulus of
elasticity, is the density,
is the cross-sectional area, is the length, and is
the area moment of inertia, defined by

,

(16)

where is the stator probe width and
is the stator probe thickness.
Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15) and simplifying results in

,

(17)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 44. The TECT (a) fan casing, (b) baseline fan rotor, (c) simplified baseline
fan rotor, and (d) simplified bent blade fan rotor.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 45. The static and rotating CFD domains (a) 3D view and (b) zoomed in on
the rotor.
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Table 5. Stator probe natural frequency estimation inputs and results.
Variable
Symbol
First Bend
Second Bend
Modulus, GPa [ksi]
203 [29,500]
203 [29,500]
E
Length, mm [in]
35.6 [1.40]
35.6 [1.40]
l

Thickness, mm [in]
Width, mm [in]
Density, g/cm 3 [lbm/in3 ]
Probe Mass, g [lbm]

dx
w
ρ

0.787 [0.031]
12.8 [0.504]
7.86 [0.284]

0.787 [0.031]
12.8 [0.504]
7.86 [0.284]

mx

2.81 [0.0062]

2.81 [0.0062]

Accel Mass, g [lbm]

ma

5.67 [0.0125]

5.67 [0.0125]

Mass Ratio
Mode Constant

m a /m x
βl

2.01
1.15

2.01
4.01

Frequency, Hz

ωn

192

2,340
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which is then divided by 2 to convert from radians to Hz. Inputs and results for
the first two probe natural frequency estimates are listed in Table 5. As shown,
the stator probe is expected to have a first bend frequency near 192 Hz.

Finite Element Analysis
FEA was performed on the rotor to determine blade rotating natural
frequencies, and on the casing to determine casing natural frequencies and mode
shapes. Blade rotating natural frequencies are later compared to test data, and
casing natural frequencies and mode shapes are used to optimize accelerometer
placement.
Rotor FEA
FEA was performed on the TECT baseline thick blade 1.6 mm [0.063-in]
rotor setup in order to predict the blade rotating natural frequencies. The natural
frequencies are later compared to experimental results. ANSYS® Workbench®
14.5 modal analysis was used to determine rotor blade rotating natural
frequencies and mode shapes. The rotor model consisted of 19 separate parts: the
hub, six blades, and 12 bolts. The bolts were bonded to the blades and hub. The
hub was connected to ground through a revolute joint, allowing rotation.
Meshing was performed using the ANSYS® meshing tool, using a
program-controlled triangular surface mesher. Because the blades are the
components of interest, they were meshed separately from the hub, using a more
refined mesh size. The resulting mesh shown in Fig. 46, contained 33,302 nodes
and 7,850 elements. All blade elements were skewed less than 0.55 and had
aspect ratios smaller than 7.25. Highly skewed and large aspect ratio elements
were confined to the hub.

Figure 46. The TECT fan rotor FEA mesh.
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FEA solver settings included five rotor speeds: 1 rpm, 1,000 rpm, 2,000
rpm, 3,000 rpm, and 4,000 rpm. The solver determined the first two bending
modes (approximately 100 Hz and 620 Hz, respectively, at rest) and the first
torsion mode (approximately 476 Hz at rest). The first bending mode is shown in
Fig. 47, (if using the electronic .pdf version of this document, an animation may
be played from the attached file “Rotor_1B.avi”) along with the corresponding
Campbell diagram constant and backward whirl (BW) frequencies. In general,
forward whirl frequencies (none found) increase with rotor speed and backward
whirl frequencies decrease with rotor speed [117]. As shown in the Campbell
diagram, the blade first bend BW 2 EO critical speed is near 2,400 rpm and the
FW 2 EO critical speed is near 3,000 rpm.
Casing FEA
TECT fan casing FEA was performed in order to optimally place
accelerometers during testing, and to determine critical speeds. Again, ANSYS®
Workbench® 14.5 modal analysis was used to determine casing natural
frequencies and mode shapes. The casing model consisted of three separate
parts: the case and two support blocks. The support blocks were fixed to ground.
The casing was bonded to the support blocks with frictionless contact. The
frictionless contact allows the casing to slide laterally, though it must remain in
contact with the support blocks. The bolt holes that physically connect the casing
to the support blocks were fixed to ground with cylindrical joints, allowing only
rotational movement at the bolt hole locations.
Meshing was performed using the ANSYS® meshing tool, using a
program-controlled triangular surface mesher. The fan was designed with the
rotor 25.4 mm [1 in] from casing outlet edge, where the accelerometers were
placed, and where the vibratory amplitudes were the highest. Therefore, a mesh
refinement was introduced at the edge of the casing outlet. The resulting mesh,
shown in Fig. 48, has 74,884 nodes and 39,033 elements.
The mesh element skewness values ranged from 0.00835 to 0.996, with an
average of 0.619. ANSYS® defines skewness values in seven categories, as shown
in Table 6. Skewness values range from 0-1, with lower numbers representing
higher quality elements. Approximately 15.2% of the elements fell into the “bad”
category. All other elements were rated “poor” or above, with the average cell
skewness falling in the “fair” category. ANSYS® allows for a small percentage of
poorly skewed elements, but does not define a limit [118].
The mesh element aspect ratio values ranged from 1.10 to 29.3, with an
average of 4.04. Only 1.12% of the elements had an aspect ratio of greater than
10, a level at which there may be cause for alarm, according to Felippa [119].
Because of the relatively high percentage of badly skewed cells and the presence
of cells with high aspect ratios, the results were validated with experimental data,
including a ping test and mode shape testing, presented in the next chapter.
TECT fan casing modes of interest were limited to 75-400 Hz, the upper limit just
above the fan BPF excitation range. The FEA results for the mode shapes and
frequencies in the stated range are shown in Fig. 49 (if using the electronic .pdf
version of this document, an animation for the 3rd and 5th casing modes may be
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(a)

(b)
Figure 47. The TECT fan rotor FEA results: (a) first bend blade deflections (if using
the electronic .pdf version of this file, see attached file “Rotor_1B.avi” to play an
animation of this mode) and (b) first bend Campbell diagram.
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Figure 48. The TECT fan casing FEA mesh.
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Table 6. The ANSYS® skewness quality categories, adapted from ref. [117].
Value of Skewness
Cell Quality
1
Degenerate
0.9 - < 1
Bad
0.75 - 0.9
Poor
0.5 - 0.75
Fair
0.25 - 0.5
Good
> 0 - 0.25
Excellent
0
Equilateral
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(a) The casing mode at 122 Hz

(b) The casing mode at 132 Hz

(c) The casing mode at 228 Hz

(d) The casing mode at 262 Hz

(e) The casing mode at 338 Hz
Figure 49. The first five TECT fan casing modes at (a) 122 Hz, (b) 132 Hz, (c) 228
Hz, which, if using the electronic version of this .pdf, may be played as an
animation in the attached file “Casing_3rd_Mode.avi”, (d) 262 Hz, and (e) 338 Hz,
which may be played in the attached file “Casing_5th_Mode.avi”.
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played from attached files “Casing_3rd_Mode.avi” and “Casing_5th_Mode.avi”,
respectively). The natural frequencies were 122 Hz, 132 Hz, 228 Hz, 262 Hz, and
338 Hz.

Computational Fluid Dynamics
As previously stated, two computational models were created for the TECT
fan: a baseline rotor blade setup and a setup with a single bent blade. The models
represent a simplified version of the TECT fan, with an elongated, self-contained
casing structure (1,524 mm [5 ft] long, with a mass flow inlet and outflow outlet),
without the surrounding structures such as the shaft, motor, and base. The
simplified geometry allowed for less complex meshing and faster solution
convergence. The bent blade was used to simulate a bent or cracked blade with
large tip deflection. A mass flow rate of 0.82 kg/sec [1.8 lbm/sec] at the inlet was
estimated from air velocity measurements taken at the inlet using a TSI portable
anemometer (VelociCalc Model 8357) at 3,000 rpm rotor speed.
The models were imported into ANSYS® Workbench® 15.0 for CFD
analysis using the Fluent® finite volume software package running on a Linux
CentOS using 16 cores and 64 GB of RAM. CFD analysis was used to estimate the
pressure distribution at the fan casing, directly above the center of the rotating
blade tips. The rotating domain (see Fig. 45) was given a speed of 3,000 rpm.
Meshing was achieved using ANSYS® meshing tools, including both
advanced size functions (proximity and curvature), and program-controlled
inflation to help resolve the boundary layer. The baseline mesh had 1,119,670
elements and maximum skewness and aspect ratio values of 0.86 and 413,
respectively. The bent blade mesh had 2,002,899 elements and maximum
skewness and aspect ratios of 0.94 and 20.86 respectively. An example of a
typical mesh, sliced and zoomed to show the blade tip location, is shown in Fig.
50. In Fig. 50, the green area is the rotating domain and the orange area is the
surrounding static domain.
A summary of the options used during each step of the CFD analysis is
provided in Table 7. The CFD solutions were generated in steps by utilizing
progressively more complex methods in order to keep the residuals to an
acceptable level, increase stability, and prevent solution divergence. The first step
utilized a pressure-based steady-state segregated solver. According to ANSYS®
the pressure-based segregated solver takes the momentum and pressure
correction as primary variables, solving for each sequentially [120]. The
segregated solver is appropriate for a number of flow regimes and requires less
memory than the coupled solver. The shear stress transport (SST) k-ω model was
used because it works well predicting both boundary layer and free stream
behavior [121]. The semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations
(SIMPLE) coupling algorithm was used because it was found to be the most
stable option for the first step. The least-squares cell-based gradient interpolation
method was used because it is recommended by ANSYS® for polyhedral meshes
[120]. ANSYS® recommends the pressure staggering option (PRESTO!) model
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Figure 50. The TECT fan rotor CFD mesh, near the blade tip and the internal
surface of the fan casing, showing the rotating (green) and static (orange) domains
and the blade location (dark green).
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Table 7. A summary of the methods used during CFD analysis.
Step Number
Method
Solv er Ty pe
Model
Pressure-Velocity
Coupling Scheme
Gradient
Spatial Discretization
(Pressure)
Spatial Discretization
(Other)

1

2

3

4

Steady -state

Steady -state

Pseudo-transient

Transient

Pressure Based

Pressure Based

Pressure Based Pressure Based
SST k-ω

SST k-ω

SST k-ω

SST k-ω

SIMPLE

Coupled

Coupled

Coupled

Least Squares
Cell Based

Least Squares
Cell Based

Least Squares Cell
Based

Least Squares
Cell Based

2nd Order

2nd Order

2nd Order

2nd Order

3rd Order
MUSCL

3rd Order
MUSCL

3rd Order MUSCL

3rd Order
MUSCL
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for spatial discretization (interpolating cell-face pressures) of swirling flows
including fan models, but it was determined through trial-and-error that the
second-order method produced a more stable solution. ANSYS® also recommends
the third-order monotone upstream-centered schemes for conservation laws
(MUSCL) interpolation method for other field variables stored at cell centers,
which was used during each of the CFD solution steps. The second step utilized a
steady-state coupled solution, which increases accuracy by solving the coupled
pressure/momentum equations simultaneously, but requires from 1.5x – 2x more
memory than the segregated solver [120]. The third step utilized an unsteady,
explicit pseudo-transient time-stepping method. The last step transitioned to an
unsteady, full transient solution. The CFD process described above took
approximately two weeks of constant running to complete. A flow chart of the CFD
work process is shown in Fig. 51.
A figure showing the casing internal pressure results and plots of the
casing internal circumferential pressure measured at the centers of the blade tips,
sampled at the end of the CFD steps 2 to 4, is shown in Fig. 52 for the bent blade
setup. The internal pressure results, Fig. 52(a), show high and low pressure peaks
on the leading and trailing edges of the blade, respectively, which are shown
quantitatively in the pressure distribution results. These peaks were shown to
follow the blades as they rotate. If using the electronic version of this .pdf, the
animation of Fig. 52(a) may be played from the attached file,
“Circumferential_Pressure.wmv”.
The final circumferential pressure output (step 4) shown in Fig. 52(d)
represents an average over 30 rotations, sampled once per rotation at the same
rotor phase. The circumferential pressure plot after step 1 is not included, but is
visually identical to the pressure plot after step 2 shown in Fig. 52(b). The
pressure pulse is generally sawtooth in shape and, if Fig. 52 (d) is viewed closely,
the slightly late arrival of the bent blade peak compared to the surrounding peaks
is observed. FFTs of the computational results are shown in Fig. 53. All FFTs in
this work were created using the MATLAB® R2013b fft function, which creates a
discrete Fourier transform of an input vector which is then plotted against
frequency. The frequency vector is determined using the sampling frequency and
the length of the data point. Ultimately, the frequency is normalized by rotor
speed and plotted as EO. As expected, high BPF (6 EO) content is present in all of
the setups. The sub-BPF harmonics (1-5 EO) are present at greater amplitude for
the bent blade setup, as shown in Fig. 53(b), similar to the research by Lim and
Ngui, who observed increased 1 EO vibrations amplitudes when a damaged blade
was present in the system (see Fig. 37) [112]. High amplitude sub-BPF harmonics
were also observed in the casing vibratory data in the current research, as
described in the next chapter.
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Figure 51. A flowchart representing the steps and iterations for each part of the
CFD solution.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 52. The TECT casing CFD (a) internal pressure results (if using the
electronic version of this .pdf, the animation may be played from the attached file,
“Circumferential_Pressure.wmv”), and blade tip mid-point pressure results after
(b) CFD coupled analysis, (c) CFD pseudo-transient analysis, and (d) CFD full
transient analysis.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 53. FFT analysis of the CFD full transient circumferential pressure results
for the (a) baseline rotor setup and (b) bent blade rotor setup, with frequency
normalized by rotor speed.
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CHAPTER V
THE VIBRATORY PEAK ARRIVAL TECHNIQUE
Description of the Vibratory Peak Arrival Technique
The underlying assumption of the ViPA technique is that, when the
monitored stationary component is vibrating at the BPF, each peak in the
vibratory signal can be related back to an impinging pressure pulse created by the
pressure built up at the tip or TE of a rotor blade. If the blade arrives late, due to
damage such as plastic deformation or cracking, the pressure pulse will also
arrive late and, in turn, the stationary component vibratory peak. The ViPA
technique utilizes the vibratory peaks of stationary components by measuring the
inter-peak spacing in the vibratory signal and comparing it to ideal spacing. The
resulting figure is termed the ViPA plot. The ViPA plot is similar to the NSMS
blade stack plot, in that relative peak offsets (in degrees, from ideal) are plotted
against peak number. Then, using the 1/rev measurement as a reference point,
the peak number is related back to blade number.
Determining the relative locations of the stator vibratory peaks requires
both phase averaging and NSMS-type interblade spacing calculations. A number
of requirements that need to be met in order to collect suitable data for ViPA data
reduction were discovered during testing:
1. For the best signal-to-noise ratio, the component should vibrate
through its natural frequency
2. Because of shifts in inter-peak spacing due to vibratory phase change,
and slight shifts in component natural frequency over time, the
component must transition through its natural frequency during data
collection
3. After data collection, the signal must be phase-averaged in order to
further reduce noise
It is unknown whether these requirements are TECT fan specific, or apply
similarly to other spin rigs, as the TECT rig was the only one available for testing.
The first requirement was determined quickly, as data collected at frequencies
other than casing natural frequency did not produce peaks suitable for data
analysis. The second requirement is discussed in greater detail below, and was
determined by long hours of analysis of inconsistent steady-state data. In short,
the fan controller was not able to accurately reproduce precise rotor speeds dayto-day, and the component natural frequencies experienced slight shifts over
time, both causing variation in the vibratory peak data. The third requirement is
necessary to remove NIV and other stochastic portions of the signal. After phaseaveraging, the resulting signals are suitable for NSMS-type analysis. The
programming language used for data reduction was MATLAB® R2013b.
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The Phase Average Calculation
As stated, the ViPA technique utilizes transient data collected on the
component of interest as it transitions through its natural frequency. The raw
signal itself contains too much noise to analyze effectively, and so the data is
phase averaged. Phase averaging removes NIV components in the raw data signal
and considerably reduces the noise. First, transient data is collected by slowly
increasing rotor speed so that the BPF excitation source transitions through the
component natural frequency, as defined by the equation,

,

(18)

where Ω is the BPF. In order to determine the vibratory peak characteristics
during transition through the component natural frequency, the ViPA data
reduction program must employ a moving phase average window, based on the
1/rev measurement. A window size, , and a step size, , are set by the user,
defining the number of rotations utilized per phase average and the number of
rotations skipped between two consecutive averages, respectively. Large values
decrease computational time at the expense of temporal resolution. Let
be
the 1/rev input signal vector and
be the length of
(and all other
simultaneously recorded input signals). A rotational index array,
, is defined
by storing the first data sample index after the
signal amplitude crosses a
pre-set cutoff amplitude,
:
,
,

,

…
…

,

(19)

where
is the total number of full rotations in the data point. The elements of
mark the beginning of each rotation. The input signal vector that will be
1 sub-vectors, , via the equation,
phase averaged, Θ, is then separated into
Θ

,

,Θ

,

,…,Θ

,

,

…

(20)

for window number . The sub-vectors, , contain the vibratory amplitudes for
each rotation (e.g., contains the amplitudes of Θ for the first rotation, for the
second, etc.). Only vectors of the same length (i.e. rotations with equal sample
count) may be averaged, and so the following terms are defined (for window ):
,

,

…

,

(21)

and
,

(22)
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where
is a vector whose elements comprise the number of data samples per
rotation for each rotation in the phase average window and is the mode of the
values in the
vector. Let be the adjusted number of rotations included in
the phase average window, initially set to zero, and defined by

,

(23)

where is the number of rotational sub-vectors with lengths equal to . Let be
each sub-vector, , with length equal to . All are then combined to form the
overlay matrix, :
…
…

Each column of

.

(24)

is then averaged to form the phase average vector:

.

(25)

Two rotor speeds may now be calculated, 1) the average rotor speed, and 2) the
in-tolerance rotor speed defined by . The average rotor speed per phase average
window is defined by the equation,

,

(26)

where is the data sampling rate. The in-tolerance rotor speed per phase average
window is defined by the equation,

.

(27)

A typical histogram of rotor speeds at an average rotor speed of 2,085 rpm
is provided in Fig. 54. As shown, out of a window size of 600 rotations, an value
(at 2,085.1 rpm) of approximately 250 rotations is used for the phase average
routine. Typical values of during a 30 rpm acceleration at approximately 2,080
rpm is shown in Fig. 55. As shown, values during a typical data point range
from around 175-300 rotations. A plot of the average rotor speed, Ω, vs. the intolerance rotor speed, Ω , for a typical data point from approximately 2,070-
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Figure 54. A typical histogram of rotor speeds during a transient acceleration
through 2,085 rpm.
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Figure 55. The values of the mode of samples per rotation ( ) calculated during a
typical acceleration from approximately 2,070-2,100 rpm.
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2,100 rpm is provided in Fig. 56. Rotor speed standard deviations are provided in
the ViPA results section, in Fig. 87.
Rotor Speed Sampling Error
It is understood that a variable sampling rate system, programmed so that
the same number of samples are collected each rotation, is a simpler option for
phase averaging. However, the current technique accounts for large noise-driven
variations in rotor speed by removing them from the calculation altogether,
which would not be the case for a variable sampling rate system. However, there
exists a possible error of up to ±0.5 samples per rotation, assuming rotor speed is
constant over a single rotation. At 2,000 and 3,000 rpm, the number of samples
per rotation (sampling at 40 kHz) are
,
,

/
,

,

/

1,200,

(28)

800.

(29)

The maximum sampling errors at 2,000 and 3,000 rpm are
.
,
.

0.0004167
0.000625

0.04167%,
0.0625%,

(30)
(31)

leading to errors in rotor speed of up to

Figure 56. Average rotor speed and in-tolerance rotor speed during a typical
acceleration from approximately 2,070-2,100 rpm.
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Ω

0.0004167 2,000

Ω

0.000625 3,000

0.833
1.875

0.01389
0.03125

, (32)
.

(33)

The phase average routine assumes constant rotor speed for a given window, and
so the maximum sampling uncertainty also affects the arrival of peaks in an
average. The peak arrival error, based on uncertainty of rotor location in degrees,
for data in a single phase average at 2,000 and 3,000 rpm is
V PA

0.0004167 360

0.150

,

(34)

V PA

0.0006250 360

0.225

.

(35)

These error tolerances hold for the ViPS technique presented in the next chapter.
The potential errors in rotor speed are reduced as sampling rate increases, though
40 kHz was the sampling rate limit for this work. The ViPA and ViPS methods have
a minimum resolution of the errors stated above at the respective speed ranges.
The ViPA Data Reduction Program
Each individual phase average window comprises one data point used for
the two main data reduction results: 1) the animated plots and 2) ViPA statistical
analysis plots. The animated plots show the ViPA and phase average data as the
to . The ViPA statistical analysis plots display the
fan accelerates from
distribution of vibratory peak offsets over the course of the transient data point.
The ViPA data reduction program uses two synched data signals: 1) the
1/rev voltage signal and 2) the accelerometer output voltage signal, , shown in
Fig. 57. The use of the 1/rev signal was discussed above in the phase average
routine description. To determine the vibratory peak locations of the signal,
,
the MATLAB® built-in function gradient is used to calculate its derivative,
before either signal is phase-averaged. When the input value is a vector, the
gradient function calculates the one-dimensional numerical gradient, using
central difference for interior data points and single-sided difference for the first
and last points, scaled by the specified time spacing [122]. Because the relative
peak locations are the only variable of interest, the scaling factor is irrelevant.
is phase-averaged, the zero-cross locations ( peak locations) are
After
solved in reference to the rotor phase vector, , as defined by the equation,

.

(36)

The rotor phase vector defines the angular position of the rotor during the
current window and is the preferred abscissa used when plotting the phase
average data. Note that the 1/rev cutoff marking the beginning of a new rotation
defines the zero degree rotor phase angle. The and
overlay matrices (
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Figure 57. The raw accelerometer and 1/rev measurements.
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and
, respectively) and phase-average vectors (Ψ and Ψ , respectively)
are shown for a typical data point in Fig. 58. The ideal blade locations,
determined using NSMS in conjunction with the known blade spacing and
accelerometer locations are provided in the phase average plots as reference. For
ViPA plotting, each blade is associated with the following vibratory peak. The
phase average plot shows the same number of peaks as blades, confirming that
the component is vibrating at the BPF.
As stated, the Ψ peak locations are determined by solving for the zerocrossings of the Ψ vector nearest the corresponding blade passing. Zero-cross
phase locations are calculated using a MATLAB® built-in interpolation function
applied to a user-defined number of points above and below where the signal
originally crosses zero, as shown in Fig. 59(a). Note that the data in Fig. 59(a) is
padded past 360 degrees so that interpolation can be performed on the first/last
peak, if required. Interpolation reduces noise as well as the chance of a false
data crossing zero more than once, as shown in
positive resulting from the Ψ
Fig. 59(b). Despite phase averaging and interpolation, some rotor speeds (usually
near the beginning and ending of data points, further away from the component
natural frequency) contain increased noise content such that the zero-crossing
program cannot determine the acceleration signal peaks (i.e. too many or too few
peaks are detected). When this happens, the ViPA program alerts the user and
the ViPA data within this rotor speed range is invalidated.
Once solved, the Ψ peak locations are used similarly to NSMS ToA data.
First, the differences between peak arrival locations and ideal (perfectly spaced)
arrival locations for each blade, Δ , are calculated using the equation,

,

(37)

where is the calculated vibratory peak arrival for blade . Because the absolute
ideal peak locations are unknown and arbitrary (only inter-peak spacing values
are important), the median of the relative peak locations is subtracted from each
difference in order to determine the ViPA offset of each peak, as defined by
,

Δ

Δ ,

(38)

where Δ is the median of the Δ values, and
, is the relative ViPA offset
location of for blade . Subtracting the median value ensures that the blade
offsets plot about the ideal (zero degree) location.
An animation with four subplots is created using the data reduction
technique described above. The four subplots are 1) the ViPA plot, 2) the
accelerometer voltage phase average plot, 3) the accelerometer voltage phase
average pk-pk amplitude plot, and 4) the accelerometer voltage phase average
phase lag plot. The ViPA plot is created by plotting each peak arrival offset values,
, , against peak (blade) number, . The accelerometer voltage phase average
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 58. Plots showing (a) the accelerometer amplitude overlay data, (b) the
phase average vector for the accelerometer signal with blade pass locations, (c) the
accelerometer amplitude derivative overlay data, and (d) the phase average vector
for the accelerometer amplitude derivative with blade pass locations.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 59. Interpolation of the Ψ
a single peak.

signal (a) for all six peaks and (b) zoomed to
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plot is created by plotting the phase average vector, Ψ , against the rotor phase
vector, . The accelerometer voltage phase average pk-pk amplitude plot is
created by plotting the difference in the max/min values of the phase average
data against average rotor speed, Ω. The accelerometer voltage phase average
phase lag plot is created by plotting the difference between the phase of a userdefined peak (blade) number and the corresponding ideal blade phase against Ω.
Each individual average in the moving average is one frame in the animation.
Finally, statistical analysis of the ViPA plots is performed. The statistical
data covers the entire data point (based on all of the averages calculated during
the rotor acceleration from
to ). From this data, two statistical plots are
created. First, the ViPA offset mean, , and
1 ,
2 , and
3 standard
deviation envelopes are calculated. Second, the probability density functions
(PDF) of the vibratory peak offsets for each blade are calculated. Both plots are
discussed in more detail in the results section.

Experimental Setup
One important aspect of the experimental setup for the ViPA and ViPS
programs is optimal accelerometer placement. The diagnostic techniques require
a clean vibratory signal from the monitored components. Therefore, the
accelerometers were placed at locations at which the casing and stator will vibrate
with the largest amplitude at their respective natural frequencies, while
minimizing the effects of other natural frequencies that may be excited
simultaneously. Because the stator first natural frequency is the only frequency
that is suspected to be encountered, the accelerometer was placed at the tip of the
stator, at the point of highest deflection.
For the casing, a ping test was first conducted, in order to determine
casing natural frequencies. For the ping test, an accelerometer was placed on the
casing outer surface, near the edge of the outlet. A rubber hammer was used to
impact the casing, causing it to vibrate at its natural frequencies. The vibratory
data was recorded during the impact and plotted in the frequency domain, as
shown in Fig. 60, along with the corresponding FEA mode shape results. As
shown, the actual casing natural frequencies for the first five modes were slightly
lower than the FEA estimates of 122 Hz, 132 Hz, 228 Hz, 262 Hz, and 338 Hz,
respectively, most likely due to the inexact boundary conditions that were used in
the FEA model.
Casing outlet edge deflections were calculated from the FEA-derived mode
shapes shown in Fig. 49. During preliminary experiments, it was found that the
casing 3rd and 5th natural frequencies (211 Hz and 311 Hz, respectively) displayed
the highest amplitude outlet edge vibrations at matching BPF. The FEA-derived
casing edge deflections for the 3rd and 5th mode shapes are shown in Fig. 61. The
normalized deflections are absolute displacement, ranging from 0 (fixed
displacement) to 1. Low amplitude points are modal nodes, i.e., points at which
vibration amplitudes are minimal. As shown in Fig. 61, the majority of casing
deflection is predicted to occur between 0 and 180 degrees, because the lower
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Figure 60. Casing ping test results up to 1000 Hz, along with FEA mode shape results from Fig. 49.
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Figure 61. The FEA analysis results for the 3rd and 5th casing mode shapes (edge
of casing outlet).
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section of the casing is fixed to the ground supports. Therefore, data analysis was
performed between 0 and 180 degrees. The largest difference in deflection
between the 5th and 3rd modes was at 62.5 degrees, near a maximum 5th mode
peak and a 3rd mode nodal point.
A casing modal characterization experiment was conducted to determine
the casing mode shape at the 3rd and 5th casing modes. For the experiment, the
accelerometers were moved along the edge of the casing at 10-degree intervals
from 0 to 180 degrees, as shown in Fig. 62. Data was also captured at the point of
largest difference calculated during FEA analysis, 62.5 degrees (not shown in Fig.
62). At each interval, the fan was brought to speed so that the BPF was equal to
the casing 3rd or 5th natural frequency, determined through live spectral analysis.
A 30-sec. data point was recorded for each accelerometer position. The
data was then phase averaged. Rotor angular positions (from the rotor phase
vector, ) were selected based on the highest acceleration amplitudes, so that
each accelerometer result is compared at the same rotor angular position, relative
to the 1/rev cutoff. Rotor angular positions chosen for the 3rd casing mode were
83 and 358 degrees. Rotor angular positions chosen for the 5th casing mode were
120 and 235 degrees. Data at these rotor angular positions were compared to FEA
results, as shown in Fig. 63.
Overall, the casing 3rd mode shape did not compare well to FEA results.
Further, the casing 3rd natural frequency phase average results were significantly
lower in amplitude than the casing 5th natural frequency results, as shown in Fig.
64. For this reason, the 5th casing mode was chosen for ViPA and ViPS analysis.
Most likely, low amplitudes occur when the BPF is equal to the 3rd casing natural
frequency because the pressure pulse at the corresponding rotor speed is not
strong enough to produce a substantial casing response. Note that the angles for
the casing accelerometer placement locations (non-rotating frame of reference,
shown in Fig. 62) are not equivalent to the rotor angular positions (rotating
frame of reference, from the rotor phase vector, ) defined by the 1/rev cutoff.
As previously stated, the rotor CFD FFT results indicated increased
amplitudes for sub-BPF harmonics in the pressure pulse when a bent blade is
present in the system, a detail that was observed in the casing vibratory data
through live spectral analysis during testing. The third casing mode at 211 Hz has
a frequency close to the 4EO excitation (207 Hz) when the BPF excitation equals
the 5th casing natural frequency, 311 Hz. Consequently, at 3,000 rpm the fan
casing vibrates at both frequencies simultaneously, causing interference that
produces poor results for Both the ViPA and VIPS methods.
In order to reduce interference, the accelerometer placement was
optimized by determining the radial location with the largest peak amplitude
difference between the 5th and 3rd casing modes. The optimal casing
accelerometer placement location was determined to be 62.5 degrees, as shown
in Fig. 65. Experimental data was used for the 5th casing mode shape and FEA
data was used for the 3rd casing mode shape, due to the poor 3rd frequency
experimental results. FFT results of the raw data from casing accelerometer
positions at 10-90 degrees, including data from the 62.5 degree location, is
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Figure 62. Casing angular locations used for accelerometer position movement
during casing mode shape characterization; accelerometers moved every 10
degrees from 0 to 180 degrees.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 63. The fan casing (a) 3rd and (b) 5th natural frequency response
amplitudes as compared to the FEA results.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 64. Phase average results for the (a) 3rd casing mode highest amplitude
accelerometer location and (b) 5th casing mode highest amplitude accelerometer
location.
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Figure 65. The experimentally determined casing 5th modal response, FEAderived casing 3rd modal response, and the accelerometer radial location (62.5
degrees) for ViPA testing.
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provided in Fig. 66. The FFT results were calculated as described in the previous
chapter. As observed in the red circle in Fig. 66, the accelerometer at 62.5 degrees
has one of the lowest 211 Hz responses, and other sub-BPF responses are also
reduced (particularly the 2EO response at approximately 120 Hz). Note that the
response at 0 degrees may seem optimal, as all sub-BPF frequencies are reduced
compared to other positions; however this response is near 5th and 3rd mode
nodes, as shown in Fig. 65, and the BPF response amplitude is also reduced.

Preliminary Stator Probe Data Analysis Results
Preliminary testing was performed for each technique described herein to
assess the viability of the method before using a more comprehensive, design of
experiments (DoE) approach. Each ViPA data point (stator probe and casing
data) is 450 seconds in length, recorded as the fan accelerated over 30 rpm (e.g.,
2070-2100 rpm for some stator probe data points). As previously mentioned, the
stator natural frequency is near 200 Hz (slight changes were experienced over
time due to removal and reattachment of the stator for other test projects), so the
rotor speeds for stator testing were in the 1,900-2100 rpm range, causing the
stator to experience BPF excitations in the 200 Hz range.
A number of rotor configurations, summarized in Table 8, were used
during each step of preliminary experimentation for this work. Preliminary ViPA
stator probe testing utilized Configurations A-D. Configuration A is the baseline
configuration. In Configuration B, blade 3 is offset 3.7 degrees. In Configuration
C, blade 3 is offset 1.9 degrees. In Configuration D, blade 2 is offset 3.7 degrees.
Each of the offsets causes the blade to arrive late (compared to ideal) as sensed by
the stator probe. The late offset is meant to simulate a cracked or bent blade.
Results for Configuration A, Baseline
A freeze frame of the animation results for Configuration A is shown in
Fig. 67. This frame was captured at 2,100.4 rpm average rotor speed and 2,099.7
rpm in-tolerance rotor speed. A window size of 600 revolutions was used for all
ViPA testing. The average shown in Fig. 67 utilized 251 out of 600 possible
rotations (i.e., = 251). The ViPA plot is shown in Fig. 67(a). For the baseline
data point, relatively little blade offset is observed. The phase averaged
acceleration signal is shown in Fig. 67(b). The blade locations (B1 through B6) are
marked for reference. The locations of the vibratory peaks used for the ViPA
calculation are also marked (green-o symbol).
The phase average pk-pk amplitude and phase lag plots are shown in Fig.
67(c) and Fig. 67(d), respectively. The colored data points do not apply to the
baseline data and are explained in further detail in the next section. The dashed
curves represent the average of curve fits calculated from four baseline tests. The
pk-pk amplitude and phase lag plots behaved as expected for a component
transitioning through its natural frequency: the vibratory amplitude increased,
reaching a maximum at the stator natural frequency, near 2,090 rpm (209 Hz
BPF). The amplitude then decreased as the BPF passed through the stator natural
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Figure 66. FFT plots of raw accelerometer data from the casing angular locations
(a) 0 degrees, (b) 10 degrees, (c) 20 degrees, (d) 30 degrees, (e) 40 degrees, (f) 50
degrees, (g) 60 degrees, (h) 62.5 degrees, (i) 70 degrees, (j) 80 degrees, and (k) 90
degrees.
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Table 8. Rotor configurations used for preliminary testing during this work.
Blade
Damaged
Blade
Rotor Blade
Blade
Damage
Blade
Offset,
Configuration Test Technique(s)
Count
Type
Number(s) degrees
ViPA, ViPS, NSMS,
A
6
None
N/A
N/A
Sideband Tracking
B
ViPA
6
Offset
3
3.7
C
ViPA
6
Offset
3
1.9
D
ViPA, ViPS, NSMS
6
Offset
2
3.7
ViPS, Sideband
E
6
Thin
All
N/A
Tracking
F
ViPS, NSMS
6
Thin
2, 5
N/A
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 67. ViPA animation screen shot for Configuration A, (a) the ViPA plot, (b)
the phase average vector plot, (c) the phase average pk-pk amplitude plot, and (c)
the blade 3 phase lag plot.
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frequency. Likewise, the phase lag for blade 3 shifted from approximately 14
degrees to 29 degrees as the BPF transitioned through the stator natural
frequency. The 15-degree phase shift is expected because the stator probe period
(at BPF) is one sixth of the rotor period. When multiplied by the number of rotor
blades, the stator probe phase shift is 90 degrees, consistent with a component
transitioning through its natural frequency.
Standard deviation analysis of a Configuration A data point over the entire
rotor speed range is presented in Fig. 68, showing the mean, , blade values
(thick blue line), and the standard deviation envelopes of the ViPA data within
1 (blue shaded area),
2 (pink shaded area), and
3 (orange shaded
area). For the baseline configuration, the blade with the highest ViPA offset
standard deviation was blade 5. The blade 5 mean ViPA offset value is
0.02
degrees and the standard deviation is
0.16 degrees, which is consistent with
0.150 degrees, due to sampling
the calculated max ViPA error of V PA
error at 2,000 rpm [see Eq. (34)]. The probability density functions of the ViPA
data for individual blades are presented in Fig. 69. The distribution of the ViPA
data for the baseline configuration is normal with some slight variations.
Results for Configuration B, Blade 3 Offset 3.7 degrees
During preliminary test and analysis, the following was observed: ViPA
data values assessed when offset rotor blades are present fall into five distinct
regions. These regions are denoted in Fig. 67 (for demonstration only - as stated,
the regions have not been observed to apply to baseline data) with three colors on
the pk-pk amplitude and phase lag animation plots. The regions are 1) red: <
2,071 rpm, 2) blue: 2,071-2,077 rpm, 3) red: 2,076-2,090 rpm, 4) green: 2,0902,096 rpm, and 5) red: > 2,096 rpm. The regions shift somewhat from data point
to data point but are generally repeatable.
The three red regions contain data of little to no value for ViPA analysis.
Regions 1 and 5 generally contain data too noisy for analysis, where the BPF is
too far removed from the stator natural frequency and the correct zero-crossing is
not obtained. Region 2 generally contains data showing an offset blade ViPA
value that is the reverse of what is expected based on the known blade offset, i.e.,
in the ViPA plot the blade appears to arrive early though it is physically arriving
late. Region 3 generally contains data where the offset blade ViPA values are in a
transition state between the reversed and expected offset amplitudes. In region 3
data analysis is inconclusive due to the shift in offset peak arrival. Region 4
generally contains data showing an offset blade ViPA value that is expected based
on the known blade offset.
The transitional behavior described above is demonstrated in Figs. 70(a),
71(a), and 72(a), using a Configuration B data point. Three animation frames are
presented for three different rotor speed values during a single data point. For
Figs. 70, 71, and 72, the average rotor speeds were 2,072.2 rpm (Region 2),
2,083.6 rpm (Region 3), and 2,094.9 rpm (Region 4), respectively. In-tolerance
rotor speeds and rotations per average are stated on the respective figures. If
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Figure 68. Statistical ViPA plot results for rotor Configuration A, showing the
average (blue line) and the first standard deviation (blue envelope), second
standard deviation (pink envelope) and third standard deviation (orange
envelope).
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Figure 69. PDFs of ViPA results for rotor blade Configuration A.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 70. ViPA animation screen shot for Configuration B, showing the blade
arriving opposite what is expected, (a) the ViPA plot, (b) the phase average vector
plot with blade pass locations, (c) the phase average pk-pk amplitude plot, and (c)
the blade 3 phase lag plot, both with baseline average curve fit values (dashed
lines). Red data at the beginning of the data point is in Region 1 (too noisy for
analysis). Blue data is in Region 2 (blade arrives opposite what is expected based
on physical offset). If using the electronic version of this .pdf, an animation for this
plot may be played from the attached file, “ViPA_Config B.avi”.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 71. ViPA animation screen shot for Configuration B, showing the blade
transitioning from opposite to expected arrival, (a) the ViPA plot, (b) the phase
average vector plot with blade pass locations, (c) the phase average pk-pk
amplitude plot, and (c) the blade 3 phase lag plot, both with baseline average curve
fit values (dashed lines). Red data at the beginning of the data point is in Region 1
(too noisy for analysis). Blue data is in Region 2 (blade arrives opposite what is
expected based on physical offset). Red data after 2,075 rpm is in Region 3 (blade
transitioning from opposite to expected arrival). If using the electronic version of
this .pdf, an animation for this plot may be played from the attached file,
“ViPA_Config B.avi”.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 72. ViPA animation screen shot for Configuration B, showing the blade
arriving as expected, (a) the ViPA plot, (b) the phase average vector plot with blade
pass locations, (c) the phase average pk-pk amplitude plot, and (d) the blade 3
phase lag plot, both with baseline average curve fit values (dashed lines). Red data
at the beginning of the data point is in Region 1 (too noisy for analysis). Blue data
is in Region 2 (blade arrives opposite what is expected based on physical offset).
Red data after 2,075 rpm is in Region 3 (blade transitioning from opposite to
expected arrival). Green data is in Region 4 (blade arrives as expected based on
physical offset). If using the electronic version of this .pdf, an animation for this
plot may be played from the attached file, “ViPA_Config B.avi”.
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using the electronic version of this .pdf, an animation for Figs. 70-72 may be
played from the attached file, “ViPA_Config B.avi”.
The transition between reversed amplitude and expected amplitude in
ViPA plotting of the offset blade is also observed by analyzing the statistical data.
As stated above, the statistical analysis considers the full rotor speed range of the
data point. The data in Fig. 73(a) is an overlay of all of the valid ViPA data during
a Configuration B data point, used to create the statistics plots in Fig. 73(b) and
Fig. 74. The overlay in Fig. 73(a) shows that all of the blades experienced some
transitional behavior, though all less than the offset blade.
In general, blade 3 ViPA offset values in the reversed amplitude region
(Region 2) were larger than those in the expected amplitude region (Region 4),
causing the mean (
0.5 degrees) to fall on the negative (or early arrival) side
of zero, as shown in Fig. 72(b). However, the Configuration B ViPA offset
standard deviation (
1.03 degrees) for blade 3 was much larger than the
standard deviations for the Configuration B nominal blades. Also, the
Configuration B, blade 3 ViPA offset standard deviation was over 6.5x larger than
the largest baseline configuration standard deviation.
The PDFs of the ViPA offsets for Configuration B are shown in Fig. 74. For
blade 3, peaks on both sides of the zero offset indicate a multi-modal
characteristic, which is due to the transition from reversed to expected blade
offset amplitude. In comparison, nominal blade offset probability densities are
normally distributed, similar to Configuration A. Note that the standard
deviation analysis used to create Fig. 73(b) assumes normal distribution, and,
based on the PDF results, is technically incorrect for blade 3. However, the
standard deviations provide a simple and effective way to present the data,
particularly when paired with the ViPA PDFs.
Results for Configuration C, Blade 3 offset 1.9 Degrees
For ease of comparison, the ViPA standard deviation and PDF statistical
results of each configuration are presented in Figs. 75-79. The standard
deviations of the ViPA results for Configuration C are presented in Fig. 75(c). The
corresponding numerical values are provided in Table 9.
The mean ViPA offset value of Configuration C, blade 3, is
0.206
degrees. This value is within the largest baseline 2 standard deviation envelope:
0.295
2
0.337 (blade 5). However, the blade 3 ViPA offset standard
deviation value (
0.72 degrees) is over 4.6x larger than the largest baseline
value, due to the transitional nature of the offset blade ViPA values. Again, the
standard deviation is a better tool for blade offset detection than the mean.
As shown in Fig. 75(b), 75(c), and 75(d), the standard deviation values for
all blades on a faulty rotor were increased considerably as compared to the
baseline, shown in Fig. 75(a). The standard deviation for Configuration C, blade
3, was
0.72 degrees, which was less than that of Configuration B,
1.03
degrees. The reduced standard deviation is consistent with the reduction in the
physical blade offset from 3.7 degrees (Configuration B) to 1.9 degrees
(Configuration C).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 73. ViPA results for Configuration B, (a) an overlay of all valid ViPA data for
the entire data point and (b) the ViPA standard deviation results, showing a large
standard deviation for the offset blade.
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Figure 74. ViPA PDF results for Configuration B, blade 3 offset by 3.7 degrees, showing a multimodal distribution for
blade 3 and relatively normal distributions for the nominal blades.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 75. ViPA standard deviation plots for (a) Configuration A, (b) Configuration
B, (c) Configuration C, and (d) Configuration D, showing the standard deviation
changing location and amplitude in correlation with the physical blade offset.
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Figure 76. ViPA PDF plot for Configuration A, baseline, showing relatively normal distributions for all blades.
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Figure 77. ViPA PDF plot for Configuration B, blade 3 offset by 3.7 degrees, showing a multimodal distribution for blade
3 and relatively nominal distributions for the nominal blades.
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Figure 78. ViPA PDF plot for Configuration C, blade 3 offset by 1.9 degrees, showing a multimodal distribution for blade
2 and relatively normal distributions for the nominal blades.
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Figure 79. ViPA PDF plot for Configuration D, blade 2 offset by 3.7 degrees, showing a multimodal distribution for blade
2 and relatively normal distributions for the nominal blades.
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Table 9. Preliminary ViPA results mean and standard deviations.

Actual Offset Blade Offset Blade
Blade Mean ViPA
Std. Dev.
Rotor Blade Offset,
Value,
ViPA Value,
Configuration Degrees
Degrees
Degrees
A
0.0
0.0213*
0.158*
B
3.7
-0.514
1.03
C
1.9
-0.206
0.721
D
3.7
-0.419
0.918
*Baseline values represent largest σ value observed,
Blade 5.
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The PDF of the ViPA offsets for all Configuration C blades is presented in
Fig. 78. The multi-modal statistical characteristic for Configuration C, blade 3
was consistent with those observed for Configuration B, blade 3, in Fig. 77. The
relative normality of the other blades also remained consistent and similar to the
baseline configuration.
Results for Configuration D, Blade 2 offset 3.7 Degrees
The standard deviation statistical behavior of the ViPA results for
Configuration D are presented in Fig. 75(d). Again, the corresponding numerical
values are provided in Table 9. The mean ViPA offset value of Configuration D,
blade 2, is
0.419 degrees. The ViPA offset standard deviation for blade 2 is
0.918 degrees, which is over 5.8x larger than the largest baseline standard
deviation. The Configuration D results were very similar to those of Configuration
B, with the ViPA offset blade characteristics shifted to blade 2.
The PDF of the ViPA offsets for all Configuration D blades are presented in
Fig. 79. The multi-modal statistical characteristics for Configuration C, blade 2,
were consistent with those observed for Configurations B and C, blade 3, in Figs.
77 and 78. The relative normality of the other blades also remained consistent
and similar to the baseline configuration.
The following observations are made when comparing the plots provided
in Figs. 75-79:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The baseline data mean and standard deviations are relatively small
The baseline data is relatively normally distributed
All blade standard deviations increase when an offset blade is present
The offset blade standard deviation increases more than the nominal
blade standard deviations
5. The amplitude of the offset blade mean and standard deviation is
dependent on the amplitude of the physical offset of the blade
6. The blade mean values may not clearly indicate which blade is offset
7. The offset blade ViPA values are not normally distributed; they are
multimodal
Because of the success of the ViPA analysis of the preliminary stator probe data, a
more comprehensive design of experiments (DoE) test matrix was compiled, in
order to perform analysis of variance, as described below.

Stator Probe Analysis of Variance Results
DoE, as defined by Antony, “…refers to the process of planning, designing,
and analyzing the experiment so that valid and objective conclusions can be
drawn effectively and efficiently,” [123]. Basic DoE principles include optimizing
the design space by determining appropriate levels of factors of interest, creating
a randomized test matrix, and replicating appropriate data points. The analysis of
variance may then be performed on the experimental results to determine the
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significance of the factors of interest and their interactions, and create a
statistical model of the test space. Both DoE and analysis of variance are treated
in detail in the literature (e.g., ref. [123] and ref. [124]) and the method
derivations will not be repeated here. In this work, Design Expert 8 (DX8), a
statistical software package, was used for DoE and statistical data analysis.
The randomized test matrix is presented in Table 10. The experiment
consisted of 12 runs and one check point. The check point offset of 2.8 degrees
was accomplished by using 3 washers between the blade and the hub. Two factors
were tested in the experiment: 1) the blade number and 2) the damaged blade
offset. Ideally, the blade number will not be a significant factor in the statistical
model because the results should not depend on which blade is damaged. Three
responses were calculated using the ViPA program results: 1) the average offset of
the damaged blade, 2) the standard deviation of the damaged blade, and 3) the
ratio of the standard deviation of the damaged blade to the average standard
deviations of the other blades. The average blade offset for the damaged blade is
defined by the equation,

,

(39)

where
is the total number of steps required to march through the data point,
are the ViPA values of the damaged blade at each step. The standard
and
,
deviation of the damaged blade is defined by the equation,
Table 10. ViPA stator probe DoE test matrix.
Test
Blade Offset, Number of
Run Number degrees Washers
1
Blade 2
0.0
0
2
Blade 2
3.7
4
3
Blade 2
3.7
4
4
Blade 3
1.9
2
5
Blade 1
0.0
0
6
Blade 2
0.0
0
7
Blade 1
0.0
0
8
Blade 1
3.7
4
9
Blade 3
3.7
4
10
Blade 3
0.0
0
11
Blade 2
1.9
2
12
Blade 1
1.9
2
Check Blade 3
2.8
3
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.

(40)

The standard deviation ratio is calculated using the equation,

,

(41)

where
is the average of the ViPA standard deviations of the nominal
,
blades, defined by the equation,

,
where

,

(42)

are the standard deviation values of the nominal blades.

The first response, Eq. (39), is intended to test the hypothesis that the
average ViPA offset of the damaged blade is a poor indicator of the actual offset.
The second response, Eq. (40), is intended to test the hypothesis that the
standard deviation of the damaged blade increases when the blade is offset using
washers. The third response, Eq. (41), is intended to test the hypothesis that the
damaged blade ViPA offset value is, on average, larger than the values of the
other blades in the same set. To reduce the number of test runs, only blades 1-3
were included in the DoE experiment.
ViPA Average Offset Results of Damaged Blade
The best fit statistical model for the average offset is a quadratic model
with three significant factors: the blade number, the blade offset, and the square
of the blade offset. The statistical model has an adjusted R2 value of 0.92 and a
predicted R2 value of 0.83, which are in reasonable agreement (within 0.2 [125]).
The adjusted R2 value is adjusted for the number of factors in the model [124].
The predicted R2 value is a measure of how well the model will predict future
measurements. Both have ranges up to 1 (perfect fit). The model, plotted with
95% confidence interval bands, is shown in Fig. 80. As observed, the average
offset is not ideal for predicting blade damage for the following reasons: 1) the
responses are blade number dependent, 2) the plot is inconsistent (for blades 1
and 3, the average offset increases at 1.9 degrees and then decreases at 3.7
degrees), and 3) values between 0 and 1.9 degrees are basically equivalent. When
a linear fit was forced on the data results, adjusted and predicted R2 values fell to
0.42 and 0.56, respectively.
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Figure 80. The statistical model for the offset blade average ViPA values, showing
a non-linear statistical model that is blade-dependent. The dashed lines represent
the 95% confidence intervals for the respective colored blade data.
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ViPA Standard Deviation Results of Damaged Blade
The statistical model of the standard deviation of the damaged blade is
linear with adjusted and predicted R2 values of 0.86 and 0.80 respectively, which
are within reasonable agreement. Blade number and higher order terms were not
significant and so are not present in the model space. The model, plotted with
95% confidence interval bands, is shown in Fig. 81. As shown, there is a
significant possible outlier at 3.7 degrees physical offset, 0.7 degrees ViPA offset
standard deviation. With this outlier removed, the adjusted and predicted
standard deviations improve to 0.93 and 0.89, respectively. The statistical model,
with the outlier removed, is shown in Fig. 82. As shown, the updated statistical
model predicts the check point more accurately than the original. Regardless of
which model is used, the statistics indicate that blade offset severity is a
significant factor affecting the calculated ViPA offset standard deviation and that
the trend is linear in nature.
ViPA Standard Deviation Ratio Results
The statistical model of the ratio of the damaged blade standard deviation
to the average of the nominal blade standard deviations is linear with adjusted
and predicted R2 values of 0.90 and 0.85, respectively (0.93 and 0.90,
respectively with the outlier point removed), which are within reasonable
agreement. Blade number and higher order terms were not significant and so are
not present in the model space. The model, plotted with 95% confidence interval
bands, is shown in Fig. 83. As shown, the statistical model predicts the check
point accurately. Again, the statistics indicate that blade offset severity is a
significant factor affecting the ViPA offset standard deviation ratio and that the
trend is linear in nature. The results of the standard deviation and standard
deviation ratio analyses verify the success of the ViPA method in detecting blade
offset by analyzing the vibration of the stator probe.

Casing Data Analysis Results
ViPA data results for the casing included data points with the baseline
(Configuration A) and blade 2, 3.7 degree offset (Configuration D) rotor setups.
The casing data was collected using the same technique described previously,
with the accelerometer located at 62.5 degrees. As stated, the casing 5th natural
frequency is approximately 311 Hz (with slight day-to-day variation). On the day
preliminary data was taken, in order to transition the BPF through the casing
natural frequency, rotor speed range of 3110-3140 rpm was used.
As shown in Fig. 84, no difference was observed between the
Configuration A and D rotor setups. The offset blade mean and standard
deviation are not perceivably different from the nominal blades, nor is there an
overall increase in blade standard deviation. The PDF plots, shown in Fig. 85 and
Fig. 86, are similarly uninformative. There is a slight bi-modality of blade 6 for
the offset rotor setup, which is most likely not related to the blade 2 offset. The
offset blade PDF values are not noticeably different from the nominal blade
values. Likewise, the animations for these data points showed no obvious sign of
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Figure 81. The statistical model for the offset blade standard deviation ViPA values,
showing a linear model that is not blade dependent. The dashed lines represent the
95% confidence interval.
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Figure 82. The updated statistical model for the offset blade standard deviation
ViPA values, showing a linear model that is not blade dependent. The dashed lines
represent the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 83. The statistical model (outlier removed) for the ratio of the offset ViPA
standard deviation value to the average standard deviation value of the nominal
blades, showing a linear model that is not blade dependent. The dashed lines
represent the 95% confidence interval.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 84. The casing ViPA standard deviation results for (a) the baseline rotor
setup and (b) blade 2 offset by 3.7 degrees, showing no observable differences in
the two configurations.
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Figure 85. The casing ViPA PDF results for the baseline rotor setup showing relatively normal distributions for all of the
blades.
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Figure 86. The casing ViPA PDF results for the rotor setup with blade 2 offset by 3.7 degrees, showing relatively normal
distributions for all of the blades.
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the damaged blade presence or location. Despite the failure to observe blade
vibration in the preliminary data, DoE testing was performed to statistically
verify the preliminary results. As expected, neither the offset severity nor the
blade number were significant factors in the statistical models of blade average
offset, blade standard deviation, or damaged blade standard deviation ratio to
average nominal blade standard deviation. Non-significant blade offset reinforces
the preliminary results indicating the ViPA technique in its current form is not
able to detect an offset blade using the casing results.
It is believed that the ViPA method was not successful in predicting blade
offset using casing data for a number of reasons. First, the casing 5th vibratory
mode has six possible peaks in its mode shape at the casing outlet edge, as shown
in Fig. 49(e). It was assumed that the peaks would act individually from node to
node, allowing the peak nearest the accelerometer to alter its acceleration by a
fraction when the offset blade passed that location. However, it is possible that
the neighboring peaks disallowed any peak acceleration alteration from the
baseline mode shape.
Second, the inconsistency of the electric motor speeds at higher speed
ranges may have affected the results. The average rotor speed standard
deviations calculated during a baseline setup data point from 1,970-1,990 rpm
and 3,095-3,115 rpm were 1.6 rpm and 2.9 rpm respectively, corresponding to
nearly twice the maximum error range expected from Eq. (32) and Eq. (33).
Increasing the ViPA error by the ratio of measured to estimated rotor speed
errors (2.9/1.875) leads to an estimated standard deviation of error of up to 0.35
degrees for the casing data. A plot of the rotor speeds with standard deviations is
shown in Fig. 87. As shown, the acceleration at the casing natural frequency, Fig.
87(b), was neither smooth nor consistent. Additionally, there was a large,
sustained rotor speed spike of unknown origin around 3,108 rpm (the spike was
not included in the average standard deviation calculation). The rotor speed
average and standard deviation when the BPF is near the stator probe natural
frequency range, Fig. 87(a), are more consistent than the higher rotor speed
values.
The best solution to both possible causes of poor casing ViPA results is to
utilize the first casing natural frequency for ViPA analysis. Using a lower casing
natural frequency will 1) reduce the mode shape complexity to a single peak, and
2) reduce the rotor speed required to excite the casing response at the BPF.
Unfortunately, with the current test setup, the pressure pulse amplitude is not
large enough to excite the lower casing natural frequencies. Alternatively, a stiffer
fan casing with a higher first natural frequency may be used, as long as the fan is
capable of holding the speed range required to excite the casing first natural
frequency.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 87. Rotor speed mean (solid lines) and standard deviation (dashed lines) at
(a) 1,970-1,990 rpm and (b) 3,093-3,115 rpm, showing an increased standard
deviation at the higher rotor speed, as well as a sudden speed spike at 3,108 rpm,
lasting approximately 75 averages.
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CHAPTER VI
THE VIBRATORY PEAK STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE
Description of the Statistical Analysis Technique
The ViPS technique utilizes the phase modulation characteristic of the
casing internal pressure distribution, as described by Forbes and Randall [10], to
determine changes in blade NIV amplitude. As described in the literature review,
blade vibration acts as a phase modulation to the BPF carrier frequency. The
equation for the internal pressure distribution for blade number , beginning
with Forbes’ and Randall’s equation, Eq. (11), and combining terms, is:

.

(43)

Expanding Eq. (43) leads to
Ω

Ω

.

(44)

Ignoring the constant zeroth component and retaining only the first term for the
sake of visualization, the dynamic pressure equation simplifies to
Ω

,

(45)

and, using Euler’s formula [126]:
cos

Ωt

sin

Ωt

,
(46)

which simplifies to
cos Ωt

,

(47)

where
is the sum of the pressure distribution phase offsets. Likewise,
assuming the blade is vibrating harmonically in NIV (ignoring synchronous
vibration), yields the simplified blade motion equation,
cos ω

,

(48)

where
is the blade vibration amplitude, ω
is the blade NIV frequency, and
is the sum of the blade motion phase offsets. Substituting Eq. (48) into Eq.
(47) results in
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cos Ωt

cos ω

.

(49)

From Eq. (49), it can be shown that blade NIV response increases the rotation-torotation pressure pulse peak deviations. To simulate the pressure signal
amplitude, the response is plotted over ten rotations using blade vibratory
amplitudes, = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1, as shown in Fig. 88. Each rotation is then
overlaid, as shown in Fig. 88(b)-88(d), in order to observe the peak deviations.
Other variables used for plotting are presented in Table 11. The rotor blade NIV
frequency was based on the rotor blade modal FEA results at 3,000 rpm.
As shown in Fig. 88, as the relative rotor blade NIV amplitude increases,
the deviation of the resulting pressure peak response of each rotation also
increases. Assuming that 1) the casing acts as a LTIV filter, as claimed by Forbes
and Randall [10] and 2) the blade NIV amplitude is large enough to overcome any
noise present in the system, it is hypothesized that the casing vibratory response
overlay matrix,
, will show a similar deviation. One drawback of the current
iteration of the ViPS technique, as partially demonstrated in Fig. 88, is that the
blade NIV vibration amplitude must be large enough to affect the vibratory
response of the casing at the casing natural frequency. It is important to note
that blade synchronous vibratory response was ignored in Eq. (49) because it will
not yield similar results. During blade synchronous vibration the blade arrival
locations are the same for each rotor rotation and the modulated pressure peaks
overlap, as shown in the simulated overlay plots in Fig. 89. The Fig. 89 plots
share the same blade vibratory amplitude, though in Fig. 89(a) the blade is
vibrating in NIV and in Fig. 89(b) the blade is vibrating synchronously.
To determine peak deviation from casing and stator probe accelerometer
data, a window size is chosen and the data is phase-averaged using the process
described in the previous chapter. The standard deviations are calculated for each
column of the overlay matrix,
, and the elements are collected into the
standard deviation vector, defined by the equation,

.

(50)

An index, , of the rotor phases occurring just after each blade passes the
accelerometer is created. The standard deviations associated with each blade
passing are then defined by the equation,
,

,

…

,

(51)

for each phase average window. Each blade standard deviation vector is stored in
a blade standard deviation matrix defined by the equation,
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Table 11. Variables used to create the simplified pressure pulse signal.
A1P
Ω
ϑp
ω NIV
ϑb

1

50

π/2

145

74

π/2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 88. The pressure pulse response predicted by Eq. (49) over ten rotations,
(a) NIV amplitude of 0.001, and the overlays zoomed to 0.012-0.018 seconds for
relative blade NIV amplitudes of (b) 0.001, (c) 0.01, and (d) 0.1.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 89. The pressure pulse response predicted by Eq. (49), an overlay of ten
rotations, zoomed to 0.012-0.018 seconds, with relative NIV amplitude of 0.1, for
(a)
Ω, and (b)
Ω.
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,

,

…
…

,

(52)

where designates values from each phase average window. Three ViPS plots are
created from the resulting data: 1) the phase average signal, including standard
deviations, blade locations, and blade standard deviation index points, 2) blade
standard deviation vs. Ω, and 3) the average deviation for each blade over the
entire data point, defined by the equation,

.

(53)

As with the ViPA technique, the phase average plot is animated by steps. The
remaining two plots are displayed after the animation is complete.

Experimental Setup and Data Collection
The test setup for the ViPS technique is essentially the same as described
previously for the ViPA technique. The similarity of the data collection methods
and data reduction programming for the ViPA and ViPS techniques makes them,
in practice, ideal for utilization in a single software suite. Again, the stator
accelerometer was located on the tip of the stator, at the bottom dead center of
the casing. The casing accelerometer was located at 62.5 degrees counterclockwise from the 3:00 position. Each ViPS data point is 450 seconds in length,
recorded as the fan accelerated over 30 rpm. As with the ViPA technique, the
rotor speeds are component-specific, designed so the rotor blade BPF pressure
pulse excitation will transition through the stator or casing natural frequencies.
The stator natural frequency is approximately 200 Hz. The casing natural
frequency used for analysis (5th mode), is approximately 311 Hz. Both the stator
and casing natural frequencies shift slightly day-to-day.
Five rotor configurations (A, B, D, E, and F) were used during ViPS
testing, as described in Table 8. Rotor Configuration A, B, and D were described
in the previous chapter. The offset blade configurations were used because they
should have a slightly lower natural frequency than the baseline blades, caused by
the separation of the base of the blade from the rotor hub by the washers, which
effectively increases the blade length by approximately 5.0 mm [0.2 in]. This is
shown in Fig. 41, if viewed closely. For rotor Configuration E, all thin blades were
used (half the thickness of the baseline blades). For rotor Configuration F, two
thin blades were installed in the blade 2 and blade 5 positions.
Each of the rotor configurations presents an opportunity for the blades to
vibrate in NIV at various amplitudes. Configuration A is used to record baseline
data for comparison. All of the simulated damage configurations are used to
determine if the particular type of damage (i.e., an offset blade with slightly lower
natural frequency, or thin blades with significantly lower natural frequencies)
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causes the affected blades to vibrate at NIV amplitudes significantly larger than
the baseline configuration. Ideally, the peaks associated with the damaged blades
will display increased standard deviations, as described above.

Stator Probe Data Analysis Results
A snapshot of a typical ViPS animation is provided in Fig. 90 for the stator
probe data. The standard deviation of each blade for the current window,
, is
shown in Fig. 90(a). The phase average vector, Ψ, vs. rotor angular position,
defined by , and standard deviation bands defined by
, are shown in Fig.
90(b). A green-o marks the locations where the blade standard deviations show
in in Fig. 90(a) are determined. The vertical lines are the blade pass locations (B1
– B6) in reference to the rotor angular position.
Configurations A, D, E, and F were used for ViPS stator probe analysis.
The blade standard deviations,
, of the stator probe signal for each
configuration, plotted against rotor speed, Ω, are shown in Figs. 91-94. Note that
the rotor speeds are different for the various data points. The stator probe was
removed or resituated frequently to accommodate a different test program. The
change in boundary condition affected the stator probe natural frequency by up
to ±10 Hz, which in turn affected the rotor speed at which the BPF traversed the
stator probe natural frequency. The following observations are made from Figs.
91-94: 1) the standard deviations for each plot are similar in amplitude, ranging
from approximately 0.15 to 0.35 degrees, 2) the differences in blade-to-blade
standard deviation in each plot are minimal, and 3) no observable pattern exists
in the plots. These observations seem to suggest that the different configurations
had little effect on the stator probe vibratory peak standard deviations.
, for the stator probe data for
The average blade standard deviations,
each configuration are shown in Fig. 95. The average standard deviation appears
to decrease from the nominal blade configuration to the thin blade configuration
(Configuration A to Configuration E). The blade average standard deviation also
appears to decrease from the nominal blade configuration to the configuration
with two thin blades (Configuration A to Configuration F) though the decrease is
less than Configuration E, and the thin blade locations (blade 2 and blade 5) are
not obvious. For Configurations A, E, and F, the standard deviations for all blades
are relatively equal, with a max spread of less than 0.007 degrees. However, for
Configuration D (Blade 2 offset 3.7 degrees) the spread is over 0.017 degrees,
though there is no clear indication of the offset blade location.
Average rotor blade vibration NSMS Campbell Diagrams, shown in Figs.
96-98, did not record a significant NIV event at the rotor speed used for stator
probe ViPS analysis (~2,000 rpm) with Configuration A (Fig. 96), Configuration
F (Fig. 97), or Configuration D (Fig. 98). It is therefore believed that the
difference in average standard deviation of Configurations A, E, and F are due to
the change in rotor mass affecting the TECT fan system vibrations (i.e., thicker
blades lead to greater mass which leads to higher standard deviations), and not
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(a)

(b)
Figure 90. A typical stator probe ViPS animation screen shot showing (a) the
standard deviation of each blade and (b) the phase average and standard deviation
for the stator probe signal.
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Figure 91. Blade standard deviations for the Configuration A, baseline, test run.
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Figure 92. Blade standard deviations for the Configuration E, all thin blades, test run.
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Figure 93. Blade standard deviations for the Configuration F, two thin blades (blade 2 and blade 5), test run.
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Figure 94. Blade standard deviations for the Configuration D, blade 2 offset by 3.7 degrees, test run.
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Figure 95. The average standard deviations of the stator signal overlay matrix
nearest each blade passing for Configurations A, E, F, and D.
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Figure 96. Average rotor blade NSMS Campbell diagram results for the Configuration A, baseline setup.
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Figure 97. Average rotor blade NSMS Campbell diagram results for the Configuration F, two thin blades installed, setup.
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Figure 98. Average rotor blade NSMS Campbell diagram results for the Configuration D, blade 2 offset by 3.7 degrees
setup.
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increased blade NIV. Additional analysis was performed using the ViPA data
collected with the DoE matrix presented in Table 10 to determine the reason for
the large spread in the ViPS standard deviation values of Configuration D.
For ViPS DoE testing, the degree offset and blade number were used as the
input factors. One important observation is made from viewing the resulting data
(baseline vs. 3.7 degrees offset rotor blade configurations), shown in Fig. 99: the
baseline setup standard deviations are relatively equal for each blade in a given
data point, and the total spread between data points is relatively small when
compared to the offset blade data. An additional observation is made when
viewing the offset data alone: if the blade 2 data is shifted to the left by one blade
and the blade 3 data is shifted to the left by two blades, a pattern emerges, as
shown in Fig. 100. Again, the shift in blade standard deviations are thought to be
a function of mass imbalance rather than blade NIV. The mass imbalance most
likely creates system vibrations that affect peak arrival standard deviation, with a
phase offset equal to the blade spacing. The NSMS results in Fig. 98 also imply a
mass imbalance when the offset blade is installed, because the blades are
vibrating at relatively high 1 EO amplitudes (a typical imbalance frequency).
Consequently, further stator probe statistical analysis was not performed.

Preliminary Casing Data Analysis Results
A snapshot of a ViPS animation for the casing data is provided in Fig. 101
(Configuration E). If using the electronic version of this .pdf, an animation for
Fig. 101 may be played from the attached file, “ViPS_Config E.avi”. The standard
deviation of each blade for the current window,
, is shown in Fig. 101(a). The
phase average vector, Ψ, plotted against rotor angular position, defined by ,
, is shown in Fig. 101(b). A green-o
with standard deviation bands defined by
marks the locations where the standard deviations shown in Fig. 101(a) are
determined. The vertical lines are the ideal blade locations (B1 - B6) in reference
to the rotor position.
Configurations A, B, E, and F were used for ViPS casing analysis. The
standard deviations, plotted against rotor speed, are shown in Figs. 102-105.
Note that the rotor speeds differ between the various data points. This is because
the casing 5th mode natural frequency typically shifted between 309-312 Hz from
data-point-to-data-point. The slight shift in casing natural frequency is believed
to be caused by a change in the system dynamics due to the different rotor setups.
The following observations are made from Figs. 102-105: 1) the standard
deviations for Configurations A, E, and F are similar in amplitude. Configuration
B, however, has a larger max amplitude (blade 3) than the other configurations,
and 2) the differences in blade-to-blade standard deviation for Configurations A,
E, and F are considerably less than Configuration B.
The average blade standard deviations for the casing data for each
configuration are shown in Fig. 106. As shown, the average standard deviation
appears to decrease from the nominal blade configuration to the thin blade
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Figure 99. Stator probe ViPS average standard deviation results for baseline vs. 3.7
degree offset rotor blade configurations.
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Figure 100. Stator probe ViPS average standard deviation results for the 3.7 degree
offset rotor blade configurations, shifted by offset blade phase.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 101. A typical ViPS casing data animation screen shot (Configuration E, all
thin blades installed) showing (a) standard deviation of each blade and (b) phase
average and standard deviation for the casing signal. If using the electronic
version of this .pdf, an animation for Fig. 101 may be played from the attached
file, “ViPS_Config E.avi”.
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Figure 102. Blade standard deviations for the Configuration A, baseline, casing analysis test run.
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Figure 103. Blade standard deviations for the Configuration E, all thin blades, casing analysis test run.
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Figure 104. Blade standard deviations for the Configuration F, two thin blades (blade 2 and blade 5), casing analysis test
run.
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Figure 105. Blade standard deviations for the Configuration B, blade 3 offset by 3.7 degrees, casing analysis test run.
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Figure 106. The average standard deviations of the casing signal overlay matrix
nearest each blade passing for Configurations A, E, F, and B.
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configuration (Configuration A to Configuration B). The blade average standard
deviation increases slightly from the nominal blade configuration to the
configuration with two thin blades (Configuration A to Configuration F) though
the thin blade locations (blade 2 and blade 5) are not obvious. For Configurations
A, E, and F, the standard deviations for all blades are relatively equal, with a max
spread of less than 0.05 degrees. However, for Configuration B the spread is over
0.12 degrees. Additionally, the offset blade (blade 3) has the highest standard
deviation. The NSMS results, shown in Figs. 96-98, reveal no rotor blade NIV
responses at the rotor speed in which the BPF excites the casing 5th natural
frequency (~3,000 rpm). For this reason, a DoE test was conducted to
statistically verify the Configuration A vs. Configuration B results.

Casing Analysis of Variance Results
The casing DoE matrix is shown in Table 12. Degree offset and blade
number were used as the input factors. Before statistical analysis was conducted,
the data was plotted to determine the optimal response factor. The resulting data,
shown in Fig. 107, was inconsistent with the preliminary data. This implies that,
like the stator probe results, the offset blade number is a significant factor in the
response, as the blade used in the preliminary analysis was not used for the DoE
experiment. Another important observation is made from viewing the data: the
standard deviation is consistent for the baseline rotor setup data points. The
offset rotor setup data points are easily determined by observing the differences
from the baseline. However, unlike the stator probe results, a pattern did not
emerge when the blade 2 data was shifted, as shown in Fig. 108, rendering the
determination of the origin of the shift in average standard deviations of the
offset blade rotor setup more difficult. Additionally, there is no indication of the
location of the offset blade, and therefore the total average standard deviation for
all blades on the rotor was used as the response factor for statistical analysis.
The statistical model of the average standard deviation of all of the rotor
blades is linear and with blade offset a significant factor. Blade number was not a
significant factor for the selected response. The adjusted and predicted R2 values
were 0.67 and 0.78 respectively, which are within reasonable agreement. The
model, plotted with 95% confidence interval bands, is shown in Fig. 109. As
shown, the general trend is a decreasing standard deviation as the offset
increases. The two check points, however, were not in the 95% prediction range
of the model and did not fit the model trend. This implies that the model is more
complex than originally thought. Alternatively, the average standard deviation for
all blades on the rotor may not be the optimal indicator of blade damage.
Ultimately, the current version of the ViPS technique was successful in predicting
the presence of the offset blade (or, more likely, the mass imbalance caused by
the offset blade) using casing and stator data, but not the damage location or the
severity. Additionally, NSMS showed a lack of evidence of blade NIV in the
required speed ranges, bringing the success of the intended function of the ViPS
technique into question.
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Table 12. The DoE matrix for the casing ViPS experiment.

Test
Run
1
2
3
Check
4
5
6
7
8
Check
9
10

Blade Offset, Number of
Number degrees Washers
Blade 2
3.7
4
Blade 1
3.7
4
Blade 2
0.0
0
Blade 1
0.9
1
Blade 1
0.0
0
Blade 1
3.7
4
Blade 2
0.0
0
Blade 1
1.9
2
Blade 2
1.9
2
Blade 2
2.8
3
Blade 2
3.7
4
Blade 1
0.0
0
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Figure 107. Casing ViPS average standard deviation results for baseline vs. 3.7
degree offset rotor blade configurations.
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Figure 108. Casing ViPS average standard deviation results the 3.7 degree offset
rotor blade configurations, shifted by offset blade phase.
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Figure 109. The statistical model for the average of all blades standard deviation
ViPS values.
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CHAPTER VII
THE SPECTRAL SIDEBAND TRACKING TECHNIQUE
Solution to Forbes’ and Randall’s Indeterminate Equation
In Eq. (13) in the literature review section, Forbes’ and Randall’s
indeterminate equation (one equation, two unknowns) was introduced. The
solution to this equation is made possible by introducing a second equation via
an engine acceleration from Ω to Ω , as shown in Fig. 110. In Fig. 110, Ω is an
unknown EO at Ω , mΩ is the same EO at Ω , the
variables are the left (L)
and right (R) sidebands at Ω and Ω , and
is the sideband spacing, equal to the
average rotor blade rotating natural frequency, as determined by Forbes and
Randall [10]. Assuming the rotor speed change is small enough to produce a
negligible change in the average blade rotating natural frequency, and that none
of the sidebands are reflected about zero frequency, the following equations are
produced:
Ω

,

(54)

Ω

,

(55)

Ω

,

(56)

Ω

.

(57)

Through substitution, the average rotor blade rotating natural frequency may
now be determined from the change in the left or right sideband spacing:

,

(58)

and further simplified to form the Modified Forbes’ Equation:

,

(59)

where
and
are either the left or the right sideband frequencies at Ω and
Ω , respectively. Using Eq. (59) the rotor blade rotating natural frequency may be
solved without knowing the sideband center peak frequency or on which side of
the center peak frequency the sideband is located. The only requirement for the
practical use of Eq. (59) is the ability to identify and follow a sideband from Ω to
Ω .
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Figure 110. The increase in frequency of an EO peak and its sidebands as the fan
accelerates from Ω to Ω .
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Experimental Setup and Data Collection
The Spectral Sideband Tracking Technique does not rely on exciting the
casing natural frequency response; however, the accelerometer was left in the
optimal position for ViPA and ViPS casing testing (62.5 degrees), as previously
described. Two rotor configurations were used at each speed range:
Configuration A (all thick blades) and Configuration E (all thin blades). This
allows determination of sidebands at two different spacing intervals (i.e., two
different blade natural frequencies), so that they can be identified in the
preliminary data. If sidebands are discovered, then they will be tracked through a
fan acceleration and the resulting frequencies will be used in Eq. (59) to
determine rotor blade natural frequency.
Configurations A and E were used during Spectral Sideband Tracking
preliminary testing. For each test, the rotor completed a 5-min. acceleration
through rotor speeds of approximately 2,560-2,570 rpm and 3,340-3,350 rpm,
based on the NSMS results shown in Figs. 96-97. The purpose for the engine
acceleration was to attempt to excite blade NIV. As shown in Fig. 96, there is low
amplitude NIV present in the 3,000-3,400 rpm range, with the largest
amplitudes at 70-85 Hz (consistent with the FEA results for the rotor blades’ first
bending mode presented in chapter 3) near 3,350 rpm. This is the reason for
selecting the 3,340-3,350 rpm rotor speed range. As shown in Fig. 97, there is no
large amplitude NIV present with the thin blades installed, though 2EO
synchronous amplitudes are large in the 2,000-2,300 rpm range. For this reason,
the 2,560-2,570 speed range was selected, where synchronous amplitudes are
lower, with the assumption that at lower synchronous amplitudes the NIV that is
present will have more of an effect on the casing signal.

Data Analysis
Data analysis was accomplished using the MATLAB® R2013b
programming language. Both the accelerometer and 1/rev voltage signals were
used. The 1/rev signal was used to estimate rotor speed during the fan
acceleration. An FFT of the accelerometer data was taken over a 30-sec. interval
that marched through the data point, much like the ViPA and ViPS techniques,
though based on time instead of number of rotations.
The most important variable to identify in the preliminary data is the
sideband location, and therefore the sideband amplitude must extend beyond the
noise level. Therefore, a MATLAB® built-in flat-top window was used. Flat-top
windows are used to accurately determine the amplitude of sinusoidal
components in the frequency domain, though suffer somewhat in precise
frequency determination [127]. The resulting data, described below, is plotted in
Volts dB. Sidebands are identified by observation of the spectral plots. The plots
presented below are from the end of the data points, though are typical of the
entire data point.
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Spectral Sideband Tracking Method Results
The FFT results for the first twelve EOs in the 2,560-2,570 rpm rotor
speed range, at 2,566 rpm and 2,568 rpm for the Configuration A (baseline) and
Configuration E (all thin blades), respectively, are shown in Fig. 111. Four
possible sidebands were located at 2EO, 4EO, 7EO, and 8EO. Plots of these
frequency ranges are provided in Figs. 112-115, respectively. For each figure, the
(a) subplots show the Configuration A data and the (b) subplots show the
Configuration E data. As shown, the sideband spacing in each figure does not
change based on blade thickness (and thus natural frequency) and therefore are
not related to blade natural frequency vibration as described by Forbes and
Randall [10]. Note that the dashed EO lines do not necessarily fall precisely at the
halfway point between sidebands. This is due to rotor speed sampling error, as
discussed in Chap. 5. Also note that the recorded rotor speeds for the thick and
thin blade plots are slightly different. This is due to variability in the electric
motor speed request system.
The FFT results for the first twelve EOs in the 3,340-3,350 rpm rotor
speed range, at 3,348 rpm and 3,351 rpm for Configuration A (baseline) and
Configuration E (all thin blades), respectively, are shown in Fig. 116. Two possible
sidebands were located at 4EO and 9EO. Plots of these frequency ranges are
provided in Figs. 117 and 118, respectively. As shown, the sideband spacing in
each figure does not change based on blade thickness (and thus natural
frequency) and therefore are not related to blade NIV as described above.
Unfortunately, no results suitable for further research were found during
preliminary experiments conducted during this portion of research. It is believed,
as discussed in the previous chapter, that the blade NIV amplitudes are not large
enough to overcome the noise threshold. Again, supporting evidence of lowamplitude NIV response is provided by the NSMS data in Figs. 96-97.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 111. FFT results of casing accelerometer data at 2,566-2,568 rpm with (a)
Configuration A (thick blades) and (b) Configuration F (all thin blades installed).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 112. Sideband spacing at 2,566-2,568 rpm, 2EO for (a) thick blades and (b)
thin blades.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 113. Sideband spacing at 2,566-2,568 rpm, 4EO for (a) thick blades and (b)
thin blades.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 114. Sideband spacing at 2,566-2,568 rpm, 7EO for (a) thick blades and (b)
thin blades.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 115. Sideband spacing at 2,566-2,568 rpm, 8EO for (a) thick blades and (b)
thin blades.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 116. FFT results of casing accelerometer data at 3,348-3,351 rpm with (a)
thick blades and (b) thin blades installed.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 117. Sideband spacing at 3,348-3,351 rpm, 4EO for (a) thick blades and (b)
thin blades.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 118. Sideband spacing at 3,348-3,351 rpm, 9EO for (a) thick blades and (b)
thin blades.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Structural health monitoring techniques may be classified by increasing
levels of damage detection capability [4]. Level 1 techniques are capable of
detecting the presence of damage. Level 2 techniques are capable of detecting the
location of the damage. Level 3 techniques are capable of detecting the damage
severity. Level 4 techniques are capable of determining the remaining life of the
component. The health monitoring of gas turbine engine rotor blades is normally
accomplished using strain gages or NSMS. Both methods are Level 3 capable;
however, strain gages have a high mortality rate and NSMS require holes drilled
in the engine casing. Techniques that incorporate the vibration monitoring of
stationary components to detect blade damage are highly desirable because they
are less intrusive and can operate using less complex equipment. Such techniques
found in the literature review are Level 1 capable.
In this work, three new techniques are proposed to predict turbine engine
rotor blade damage using the vibratory response of stationary components: the
Vibratory Peak Arrival (ViPA) technique, the Vibratory Peak Statistics (ViPS)
technique, and the Spectral Sideband Tracking technique. These three methods
fill two major gaps found in the literature. The first gap is the lack of a Level 3
capable method of blade damage detection that utilizes the vibratory response of
stationary components. The second gap is the lack of a solution to the
indeterminate equation proposed by Forbes and Randall [10].

The Vibratory Peak Arrival Technique
The ViPA technique was created and used to predict the presence,
location, and severity of blade damage simulated by an offset blade. Data was
taken from accelerometers attached to the fan casing and on a stator probe,
located just downstream of the fan rotor. Data points were recorded as the fan
BPF transitioned through the fan casing 5th vibratory mode and the stator probe
first bend mode. The data was phase averaged and precise peak locations,
corresponding to specific blade numbers, were found. These peak locations were
compared to the ideal peak locations of perfectly spaced blades. It was shown,
through DoE and analysis of variance, that the location and severity of the offset
blade can be predicted within specific 95% confidence interval bands, using the
stator probe vibratory data.
The trend in ViPA data observed when the offset rotor setup BPF passes
through the stator probe natural frequency is a transition from “opposite arrival”
ViPA amplitude (i.e., a blade offset to arrive late seems to arrive early) to the
expected ViPA amplitude based on the physical offset (i.e., a blade offset to arrive
late seems to arrive late). The transitional nature of the ViPA values is likely due
to the stator probe phase shift that occurs as the component is excited through its
natural frequency. The transition in ViPA values makes the mean ViPA offset
value for the data point a poor indicator of blade offset. However, this study was
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able to take advantage of the transitional nature by plotting peak arrival standard
deviation over the entire data point. Because the offset blade peak transitions
from an opposite to an expected arrival location, the standard deviation of the
offset blade is increased from that of the nominal blades, making it a clear
indicator of blade damage.
The transitional behavior is also an important reason to use transient and
not steady state data for ViPA analysis. Even slight changes in environmental
conditions affecting stator natural frequency (by less than 0.5 Hz) or rotor speed
(by less than 5 rpm) were observed to shift the data capture from the middle of
one rotor speed region into a completely different region. Correctly using
transient data ensures all regions are captured, regardless of slight shifts in
frequency or rotor speed.
The transition from opposite to expected ViPA amplitude is believed to be
a function of the stator probe vibratory phase as it transitions through its natural
frequency. Unfortunately, the trends described above were not represented in the
casing ViPA data. It is recommended that future work focus on the following
areas:
1. Testing with different types of instrumentation, such as strain
gages, to reduce the stator probe form factor
2. Using ViPA analysis with pressure probes located above the rotor
stages, similar to the techniques described in the literature review
3. Optimizing stator probe geometry for use in a turbine engine, such
as the J-85 at UTSI
4. Creating a live data analysis capability with the addition of FFT and
wavelet analysis
5. Testing with more realistic blade damage, such as cracked blades
and shorter/stiffer blades
6. Researching how other engine faults such as mass imbalance or
rotor eccentricity will manifest in the ViPA signal
7. Creating a fan rotor setup that allows the casing first natural
frequency to be excited by the rotor BPF
8. A rigorous, mathematical description of how the casing filters the
internal dynamic pressure in order to better understand the physics
behind the casing response

The Vibratory Peak Statistical Analysis Technique
The ViPS technique, was created with the intent to predict damage that
changes blade NIV amplitude. Data was taken from accelerometers attached to
the fan casing and on a stator probe, located just downstream of the fan rotor.
Rotor setups including thin and offset blades were used. Data points were
recorded as the fan BPF transitioned through the fan casing 5th vibratory mode
and the stator probe first bend mode. The data was phase averaged and standard
deviation analysis was performed on the overlay matrix with the hopes that
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higher blade NIV amplitudes will increase the distribution of each pressure peak
arrival and, in turn, the peaks of the stator probe and casing vibratory responses.
It was shown, through preliminary data analysis, that each rotor setup had
a slightly different ViPS signature. However, the most likely explanation for the
differences in ViPS results were the changes in rotor mass caused by the decrease
in blade mass when thin blades were installed, or the mass imbalance caused by
the addition of washers and the asymmetry of the offset blade. Additionally,
NSMS results showed the blades were likely not vibrating at detectable NIV
amplitudes during ViPS testing, effectively invalidating the results. It is
recommended that future work focus on the following issues:
1. Testing rotor blades without affecting the rotor balance by creating
rotors with equal and equally distributed mass but different blade
natural frequencies
2. Exciting rotor blade NIV by using an inlet screen, air jets, or
suddenly increasing or decreasing rotor speed
3. Using ViPS analysis with pressure probes located above the rotor
stages, similar to the techniques described in the literature review
4. Comparing the sensitivity of ViPS to detect rotor imbalance with
traditional methods, such as those discussed in the literature review
5. Using a different ViPS output response, such as the integral of the
standard deviation per blade vs. rotor speed or the change in
average standard deviation vs. rotor speed.

The Spectral Sideband Tracking Technique
For the Spectral Sideband Tracking technique, a solution was provided for
Forbes’ and Randall’s indeterminate equation to calculate rotor blade natural
frequency by measuring casing accelerometer data sideband spacing in the
frequency domain. An experiment was conducted to test the technique, but the
sideband amplitude, if present, was not great enough to overcome the noise
present in the system. Because the sideband amplitude is directly related to the
blade NIV amplitude, it is likely that the blade NIV amplitude was low at the
rotor speeds used during experimentation. This theory is also supported by the
NSMS Campbell diagrams. Additionally, ensemble averaging was not applied. It
is recommended that future work focus on the following issues:
1. Using ensemble averaging with the Spectral Sideband Tracking
Technique to reduce noise in the spectral domain. This will require
dynamic updating to ensure that sidebands do not overlap. The
same sideband must be measured at both rotor speeds.
2. Using digital filters to reduce noise
3. Using wavelet analysis to resolve time-dependent changes in the
spectral domain
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4. Inducing larger rotor blade NIV, possibly by implementing a
distortion screen or other inlet blockage.

Original Contributions
This work would not have been possible without the tireless work of
previous researchers, as well as engineers and technicians at UTSI and AEDC.
The following contributions are original to the author, and represent the
contribution of this work to the state-of-the-art of turbine engine rotor blade
diagnostics:
1. Conceived and successfully demonstrated the ViPA method for
determining the presence, location, and severity of a static blade
offset, using the vibratory response of a stator probe located
downstream of the fan rotor during fan operation.
2. Conceived and demonstrated the ViPS method for identifying the
presence of damage causing changes in blade vibratory amplitude
using the casing and stator probe vibratory responses during fan
operation.
3. Formulated the Spectral Sideband Tracking (Modified Forbes’)
Technique by solving Forbes’ and Randall’s indeterminate equation
for estimating average rotor blade vibratory frequency using the
casing vibratory response.
4. Conceived the TECT fan project and designed the rotor hub, blades,
casing, casing supports, shaft cover, and stator probe for the fan.
5. Created computational models (FEA and simplified CFD) for the
TECT fan. Completed FEA analysis of the fan casing. Completed
FEA analysis of the fan rotor at a number of operating speeds.
Completed transient CFD analysis of the fan rotor at a fixed
operating speed, determining the pressure pulse at the fan casing
internal surface for baseline and damaged blade rotor setups.
The ultimate objective of this work was to test the hypothesis that the
vibratory response of stationary components excited by the rotor blade
dynamic pressure pulse can be used to detect the presence, location, and
severity of rotor blade damage, and changes in rotor blade natural frequency.
The detection of the presence, location, and severity of blade damage was
validated during ViPA testing and analysis of the stator probe data. The detection
of changes in rotor blade natural frequency was not validated experimentally, but
was shown, in theory, to be possible by utilizing the solution to Forbes’ and
Randall’s indeterminate equation.
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